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ABSTRACT
An Investigation of the Use of Vision Systems for Robotic Control of Automated Vehicles
by
Sean Mullery BEng.
Humans’ usage of the motor vehicle for transport and freight is ever increasing. It seems that the risks and 
level of accident rates associated with these traffic systems can only be lessened by increasingly complex 
systems, which aid the human driver with the task or take some of the task out of the human driver’s 
control. However, any semi or fully autonomous vehicle must conform to the type of roads currently in 
existence. Those roads are designed to suit a human sensory system, mainly the vision sense. Therefore, it 
would seem that computer vision type systems would be the largest contributor to autonomous vehicles in 
the short to medium term future. This work investigates how vision systems have already been used in one 
type of autonomous vehicle task, namely “lane detection and following”. It also implements algorithms 
that will accomplish this task from road image capture, through detection of lane markings to trajectory 
planning and steering controls required to traverse the planned trajectory. Each part of this overall 
algorithm is based on existing algorithms that are discussed in the literature review section. These 
algorithms are however, implemented or used in novel ways in this project. Then based on the results from 
running each section of this algorithm recommendations are made regarding the current usefulness of these 
methods and how each could be expanded upon and improved to be used as a viable solution in the future. 
Also given the dangers of testing new algorithms on the open highway, this work investigates the design of 
a model test system that could be used to test algorithms in a safe and compact controlled environment. 
Some small parts of this model test system are implemented in this work.
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1 Introduction
H um ans’ usage o f  the  m o to r vehicle for transpo rt and freight is ever increasing. I t  seems 
th a t the risks and level o f  accident rates associated w ith these traffic systems can only be 
lessened by increasingly com plex system s, w hich aid the h u m an  driver w ith the  task or take 
som e o f  the task o u t o f  the hum an  driver’s control, H ow ever, any semi o r fully au tonom ous 
vehicle m ust conform  to the type o f  roads currently in  existence. T h o se  roads are designed 
to  suit a hum an sensory system, mainly the  vision sense. T herefore, it  w ould seem  that 
com puter vision type systems w ould be the largest co n tribu to r to  au tonom ous vehicles in 
the sho rt to  m edium  term  future. T h e  basic aim o f  this study is to  investigate the  use o f  
v ision systems for use in  the robo tic  con tro l o f  autom ated vehicles. This is split in to  several 
m ain sections. Firstly, a literature review  has been carried o u t to  explore the progression o f  
the  use o f  vision systems in autom otive contro l applications over the  last few decades. 
Secondly, since vision systems have widely varying applications in  this area, one particular 
application, Lane D etection  and Following, is considered in  d ep th  as regards developm ent o f  
such a system, from  image acquisition to  control decisions. T his entails the following:
•  C apture o f  a roadway image.
•  D etection  and categorisation o f  lane m arkings w ithin the  image.
•  D eterm ination  o f  a path  tha t the vehicle should follow in o rder to  traverse the lane 
captured in  the image.
•  C ontrols needed to  enable the  vehicle to  follow this path , i.e. steering angle and forw ard 
m otion  required.
Thirdly, given the expense and im practicality o f  testing real vehicles o n  real life 
lanes/roadw ays, investigation o f  a possible physical m odel system, w hich could be  used to  
tes t and com pare fu ture algorithm s in  a safe and controlled env ironm en t is investigated.
T he m ain body o f  w ork  in this p ro jec t concerns the im plem entation and testing o f  lane 
detection algorithm s. T he literature review  looks at m any differen t algorithm s developed in 
the past by o ther researchers. T hese algorithm s may be com plete systems fo r Lane 
D etection  o r may concentrate on  som e small subsection o f  the L ane D etection  and 
Follow ing problem . This w ork then  picks individual subsection algorithm s and im plem ents
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them . T hese individual im plem entations are then  integrated to  achieve an overall algorithm  
for L ane D etection  and Following.
As stated in  the bullet points above this w ork  m ust first im plem ent a system, w hich captures 
the  roadw ay image. 'This is achieved by using a camera m odule connected  to  a D S P  board 
and  the developm ent o f  softw are to  capture the image data from  the cam era and store it 
w ithin the D S P  board  m em ory. This data is stored in such a way th a t it can be analysed by 
the algorithm s th a t form  the nex t steps o f  the  Lane D etection  and  Follow ing algorithm . T he 
next sections o f  the Lane D etection  and  Follow ing problem  are im plem ented  o n  a PC 
therefore, necessitating the retrieval o f  the  image data from  the  D S P  board  m em ory  and 
transferring it to  the PC on  w hich the rest o f  the algorithm s will be im plem ented. This 
m eans firstly that the image m ust be  in an  appropriate file fo rm at (W indow s B itm ap form at 
is chosen) and that the softw are im plem ented on  the D S P  board  m u st assem ble the image 
data captured from  the cam era in to  this form at. A  Linux w ork  station  can be used to 
com m unicate w ith the D SP board  and via this the image file can be retrieved. F rom  here it 
is th en  transferred  to  a W indow s PC  w here the rest o f  the algorithm  is im plem ented.
T h e  nex t algorithm , w hich m ust be carried out, is the detection and  categorisation o f  lane 
m arkings w ithin the image. 'This is carried o u t o n  the bitm ap im age o f  the  roadway and  is 
im plem ented using the C P rogram m ing language. T he algorithm s are based o n  som e o f  the 
algorithm s researched in the L iterature Review. H ow ever, the  papers describing these 
algorithm s do n o t describe the in  d ep th  low  level im plem entation o f  these algorithm s and so 
m uch  o f  the im plem entation in  this w ork  is novel. Also the algorithm  o n  w hich  the lane 
detection  and categorisation is based w orks on  images as they w ould  be  cap tured  from  a 
camera. In  this w ork the im age first undergoes an  Inverse Perspective M apping to change 
the im age in to  a resem blance o f  a “Birds E ye” view o f  the  road ahead and so m ust 
im plem ent a novel algorithm  fo r Lane D etec tio n  and C ategorisation fo r this new  type o f  
image.
T h e  nex t algorithm  to  be  carried o u t is the  determ ination  o f  a curve th a t follows the lane. 
This will be im plem ented in  the C program m ing language. A gain the  m ethods for carrying 
ou t this are based on  algorithm s researched in the Literature Review. H ow ever, the exact 
im plem entation is a novel approach. T h e  algorithm  entails g rouping  lane m arkings into 
lanes and  determ ining from  these a set o f  target points up  the centre  o f  the lane, w hich it
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w ould be  desirable fo r the vehicle to  hit. N ex t a curve is generated  to  either h it o r com e 
close to  h itting  each o f  these points. I t  is this curve th a t th e  vehicle is expected to  follow. 
O nce the curve m entioned  above is know n, the next algorithm  developed is one w hich will 
inform  the vehicle’s control system w hat m ovem ents to  m ake in  o rder fo r a vehicle o f  
autom obile type to  traverse the curve. T his algorithm  is carried ou t in  the Java program m ing 
language in  order to  te s t a num ber o f  d ifferent curves and vehicle attributes. T h e  Java 
program m ing language has particularly good graphics capability and this enables the results 
o f  the algorithm  tests to  be viewed visually.
T he investigation o f  a physical m odel system  centres on  th e  need  fo r a safe, cost-effective 
system tha t can be fitted in to  a relatively small am oun t o f  space. This system  is n o t actually 
im plem ented in  this w ork  though small parts o f  it are tested. A  simple algorithm  is 
developed in  w hich the  wheels o f  a m odel vehicle react to  a straight black piece o f  cardboard 
being m oved in fron t o f  a w hite background. A lso sections o f  a m odel roadw ay are built in 
order to test the Lane D etection  and Follow ing algorithm s. A n  im age is captured o f  pieces 
o f  m odel roadway by the camera m odule and this im age is then  passed up through  the 
system to  the PC  w here the rest o f  the algorithm s operate on the  image.
T h e  key achievem ents o f  this research follow:
Im ages are successfully captured by the cam era m odule and  transferred  in to  the  m em ory o f  
the D S P  board.
T he D S P  board  is successfully configured to  com m unicate w ith  a H o s t Linux w orkstation. 
This allows for the D S P  board  to  be controlled and files to  be  sent and received from  the 
Linux w orkstation to  the D SP board.
Software is created fo r the  D SP board  th a t successfully analyses the im age data to  determ ine 
the location o f  a black piece o f  cardboard  against a w hite background. T his softw are also 
successfully sends appropriate contro l signals to  a servo m o to r attached to  the wheels o f  the 
m odel vehicle, w hich resulted in  the wheels o f  the vehicle tu rn ing  to  follow the m ovem ents 
o f  the piece o f  black cardboard.
A n  Inverse Perspective M apping algorithm  is successfully im plem ented resulting in  the 
original im age o f  the road  being transform ed into a birds eye view o f  the road. Som e 
im portan t issues w ith  the results o f  this algorithm  are discovered and are included in  the 
section o n  results. T hese are also discussed in  the discussion section.
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A n algorithm  to detect and categorise Lane M arkers is successfully im plem ented and tested 
o n  sections o f  m odel roadway. A n algorithm  to  group L ane M arkers into lanes is also 
successfully im plem ented and  tested on sections o f  m odel roadw ay. W hile the  results o f  
these tests are positive the  tes t set is quite small and som e suggestions are m ade in  the 
discussion and conclusion sections regarding im provem ents th a t could be m ade to  the 
algorithm  to ensure b e tte r robustness for a w ider range o f  im ages resulting from  different 
roadways.
A n  algorithm  to determ ine a set o f  target poin ts up  the cen tre o f  the  lane is successfully 
im plem ented. D ue to  the results o f  the previous algorithm  th e  num ber o f  these points is 
dependen t on the nu m b er o f  L ane M arkers, w hich are successfully detected, to  m ake up  
each lane. T he results from  this are used to  determ ine the  possib le speed o f  vehicle versus 
the  num ber o f  im ages processed  p er second. This could later be  used to  determ ine w hat 
speed a vehicle w ould be perm itted  to  do  given the processing tim e required for the 
algorithm  to  run.
A n  algorithm  to generate a curve, w hich h it o r came close to  h itting  each o f  the target points 
generated in  the previous algorithm , was successfully im plem ented. T hese algorithm s took  
tw o forms. In  one form , the Java program m ing language was used and arbitrary poin ts w ere 
chosen. Curves w ere generated  to  h it o r com e close to  h itting  these  target points. Tw o 
types o f  curve were tested  here, nam ely a cubic curve and  a b-spline curve. T h e  second form  
o f  this algorithm  used C -program m ing and involved the o u tp u t bitm ap from  the previous 
algorithm  w here target poin ts w ere determ ined by the Lane D etection  algorithm . T he curves 
in  this case, once calculated, w ere superim posed on  the b it m ap  image. T his then  show ed 
the  birds eye view o f  the roadw ay w ith  the  vehicle’s calculated trajectory along this roadway. 
Finally an algorithm  to  calculate the  steering and forw ard m o tio n  m ovem ents o f  the vehicle 
in  o rder for the vehicle to  m aintain position  along the trajectory  calculated was successfully 
im plem ented. This algorithm  was dem onstrated  using th e  Java program m ing language and 
using the previous curve generator algorithm  as its input, as well as specific variables related 
to  the vehicle such as wheelbase. This enabled the tester to  visually w itness the forw ard and 
steering m ovem ents required fo r the vehicle to  follow the  curve.
T h e  layout o f  this Thesis follows:
C hapter 1 In troduction : is an  in troduction  to  the research w o rk  undertaken  in this project.
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C hapter 2 Literature Review: is a review o f  literature related  to  this subject. In  this chapter 
various algorithm s developed by others in  this field are in troduced  and  briefly explained. 
Som e o f  these algorithm s are in  fact used in the im plem entation  o f  this work.
C hapter 3 P roject Im plem entation  and D evelopm ent: gives an  in  d ep th  explanation o f  how  
the p ro ject is executed. This includes developm ent & im plem entation  o f  algorithm s as well 
as any hardw are system s, w hich had  to  be  designed o r configured in o rder to  execute the 
project.
C hapter 4 Results: lays ou t the results obtained w hen executing the  project. This is split in to  
m any sections, each applicable to  a d ifferent part o f  p ro jec t i.e. d ifferent algorithm s. In  
appropriate places in  this chapter, key/significant results are n o ted  fo r later discussion.
C hapter 5 D iscussion: is an in -dep th  discussion o f  the results ob ta ined  from  executing the 
p ro jec t’s algorithms. A dvantages and disadvantages o f  the  individual algorithm s are noted  
here.
C hapter 6 Conclusions: draws conclusions based on  the w ork  carried ou t and also makes 
recom m endations ab o u t fu ture w ork  in  this area, b o th  tow ards im proving  the  algorithm s 
im plem ented in this w ork  and tow ards new  algorithm s th a t could be carried o u t in  this area.
C hapter 7 Bibliography: outlines the sources used in  researching this project.
C hapter 8 is the A ppendices w here various ancillary resources, w hich the reader m ay find 
useful, are stored.
A n  im portan t N o te  to  the reader follows:
M any different algorithm s are investigated and incorporated  in to  the developm ent o f  this 
project. D ue to the fact that each o f  these algorithm s was developed independently  o f  the 
o ther algorithm s use the sam e variable designations to  rep resen t d ifferen t variables. The 
reader should be m indful th a t particular variables referred  to  in any given section m ight only 
be applicable to  tha t section o f  the docum ent.
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2 Literature Review
2.1 Overview
O f  all the systems w ith w hich people have to  deal every day, road  traffic systems are the 
m ost com plex and the m o st dangerous. W orld-w ide, an estim ated 1.2 m illion people are 
killed in road crashes each year and  as m any as 50 million are injured. Projections indicate 
th a t these figures will increase by abou t 65% over the nex t 20 years unless there is new 
com m itm ent to  p reven tion  [1].
There is also a sum m ary o f  a num ber o f  studies contained in [1] w hich suggest th a t driver 
fatigue caused by m any factors including m onotonous roads contributes significandy to  high 
accident rates. W ith hum an  erro r being such a prevalent cause o f  road traffic accidents, it 
seems the only way to  reduce accidents is to  use technology to  increase the hum an driver’s 
awareness o f  hazards o r  to  rem ove control from  the h u m an  driver all together.
T h e  current state o f  the art in  au tonom ous vehicles at the  tim e o f  w ridng o f  this Thesis lies 
w ith  those institutes and organisations taking part in the D A R P A  U rban  Challenge, w hich is 
due to  run  in  N ovem ber 2007. This challenge asks an au tonom ous vehicle to negotiate city 
streets, m erge w ith traffic, and  avoid collisions w ith o th e r vehicles. O perating  at this level 
requires large financial budgets and a large array o f  sensors. F o r example the team  from  
M IT  have a vehicle w hich contains th ree roo ftop  lasers w h ich  scan the road 75 times per 
second and can detect objects at 50 yards to  w ithin a quarte r o f  an  inch. I t  also has three 
lasers on  the fron t bum per to  detect stationary obstacles. A bove the w indshield and on  the 
h o o d  are th ree radar sensors th a t can spot objects up  to  h a lf  a m ile away, and video cameras 
in  m any locations around  the vehicle to  help pick o u t pain ted  road  lines and identify o ther 
vehicles by colour. A nalysing and m aking decisions based  o n  inform ation  from  this am oun t 
o f  sensors needs a very large am o u n t o f  com puting pow er. In  the case o f  the M IT  vehicle it 
contains a supercom puter contain ing 40 separate one-gigahertz processors. T his com puter 
requires 4 kilowatts o f  pow er [2],
This thesis is only concerned  w ith  those systems tha t rely o n  com pu ter vision through  video 
cam era sensors. I t  explores som e o f  the systems tha t have already been im plem ented in the 
m ove towards au tonom ous vehicles and vehicles, which aid the driver in the advance 
recognition o f  hazards. T he m ain focus is on  systems, w hich keep the car in the appropriate 
lane autonom ously o r w arn the  hum an driver o f  lane departure.
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2.2 Timeline
1970’s:
A n  Intelligent Vehicle System was developed in the m id 1970’s in  Japan  em ploying m achine 
vision fo r obstacle detection [3].
1986:
T h e  P R O M E T H E U S  (PROgraM  for a E uropean  Traffic w ith  the H ighest Efficiency and 
U nprecedented  Safety) pro ject was initiated in  1986 [4].
1987:
T h e  UBM  (University M unich) test vehicle for au tonom ous m obility and com puter vision 
VaM oRs dem onstrated  the capability o f  fully au tonom ous longitudinal and lateral vehicle 
guidance by com puter vision on a free stretch  o f  A utobahn  over m ore than  20km  at speeds 
up  to  96 k m /h  (engine pow er limited). This result led to  com pu ter vision guidance being 
included in P rom etheus and inductive lateral guidance by  buried  wires being dropped  [5].
Late 80’s: In  Japan  M echanical Social Systems F oundation  supporting  N issan and Fujitsu 
started  a p ro ject called PVS ‘Personal Vehicle System’ [3].
1994:
T h e prim ary phase o f  P R O M E T H E U S  concluded and w as repo rted  o n  in  Paris in O ctober 
[4]. T h e  Final D em onstra tion  o f  P R O M E T H E U S  to o k  place on  the  A1 near Paris in 
O c to b e r 1994. T housands o f  kilom etres have been  driven in  norm al three- lane traffic 
including convoy driving and  transition  in to  this m ode from  free-lane driving at speeds up to  
1 3 0 k m /h  [5],
1995
R obotics Institu te o f  Carnegie M ellon U niversity (CMU) had  its tes t vehicle N avLab_5 run  
from  E ast C oast W ashington D C  to  the W est C oast USA Los Angeles. I t  was equipped w ith  
a sim ple vision system for recognition o f  the horizontal curvature o f  the road and the lateral
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position  in the lane. Longitudinal control was done by a h u m an  driver while lateral contro l 
was perform ed fully autonom ously. 98%  o f  the to tal d istance o f  2,850 miles could be driven 
w ithou t hum an  in tervention  in  steer angle contro l [5] [10].
V aM P o f  U BM  dem onstrated  a fully au tonom ous long  distance drive (both lateral and 
longitudinal) on  the  A u tobahn  over m ore than 1600 km  from  M unich to  O dense, D enm ark. 
A b o u t 95%  o f  the d istance could be driven w ithou t in terven tion  o f  the  safety driver [5].
1997:
A n  Italian group also did a long distance test drive called ‘Mille Miglia in  A utom ático’.
1999:
Chris K reucher and Sridhar Lakshm anan [8] im plem ented  a frequency dom ain based lane 
detection algorithm . I t  was applied to  a varied se t o f  images. T h e  images were obtained 
under a variety o f  lighting and environm ental conditions, shadow ing and lane occlusion(s), 
solid and dashed lines, etc. W hen  com pared to  an  in tensity  gradient type algorithm  it 
seem ed to  indicate th a t it had  som e advantages. I t  seem ed especially good  at n o t being 
distracted by strong non-lane edges in far range.
2000:
Juan  Pable G onzález and U m it O zguner [7] im plem ented a H istogram -based segm entation 
algorithm  o n  an In te l P III-450  M H z w ith a M atrox M eteor acquisition board. I t  to o k  20- 
25m s to  process each frame. T h e  system  was tested  for tw o scenarios: initially in  a road 
sim ulator and then  in  m ore th an  60 m inutes o f  recorded scenes o f  highways and m ajor 
roads.
2002:
O tsuka, Y.; M uram atsu, S.; Takenaga, H .; Kobayashi, Y.; M onj, T ., [9] im plem ented a lane 
recognition algorithm  w hich was able to  find lane m arkers regardless o f  their types such as 
white lines, raised pavem ent m arkers and botts dots (Cat’s eyes). T h e  system was tested with 
bo tts dots that w ere installed on  freeways in N o rth  A m erica. T h e  algorithm  was tested in 
experim ents at three tim es (noon, evening and night). All w ere above 96%  recognition rate
w ith N o o n  being 98.2%. Causes o f  recognition errors w ere mainly due to  the change in  lane 
w idth o n  freeway-junctions. T he changing o f  lanes by the  h o s t car and the shadow  o f  
preceding cars also caused recognition errors. T he algorithm s w ere evaluated on  a 500 M H z 
P entium  PC  and im age sizes w ere 640x480 pixels. A verage processing tim e varied betw een 
59ms and 95 ms.
2.3 Types of Control
W hile there have been a num ber o f  experim ents done w ith  full autom atic control 
[4] [3] [5] [10] none seem  ro b u st enough yet to  use in  a general purpose vehicle o n  the road. I t  
is also likely that even w hen au tonom ous vehicles do  becom e ro b u st enough tha t they 
exceed the  safety o f  the hum an driver, th a t it m ay take m uch  longer to  convince the public 
o f  this. W ith this in  m ind, m any o f  the systems in design and  use, are w arning systems and 
driver aids.
2.4 Types of Detection
T he use o f  vision systems in vehicles has split in to  m any sections. T he m ost useful so far is 
the detection  o f  lane markings. G iven the  various types o f  lane m arkers, m any different 
algorithm s have been  developed. Indeed  algorithm s will continue to  be  developed, w ith  the 
end aim  being a system  w hich can detect all types o f  lane m arkings and reliably in form  the 
con tro l system  o f  th e  position  o f  the vehicle in  the lane and  also o f  the  change in  the lane in 
the forw ard direction e.g. bends etc.
As well as lane detection, detection  o f  o th er vehicles has been  investigated w ith  b o th  single 
and  m ultiple cam era solutions. T his falls in to  the b racket o f  collision avoidance and adaptive 
cruise contro l (ACC). Radar is often  used in conjunction w ith  v ision fo r this so rt o f  
application.
O th e r obstacles fo r recognition have also been looked at, e.g. pedestrians.
R eading o f  traffic signs has also been investigated. H ow ever, no  cost effective system  has so 
far m ade it to  m arket and it is likely to  be  an optional extra w hen  it does.
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2.5 Algorithms
2.5.1 Methods of Lane Detection:
G iven the problem  o f  the  am oun t o f  processing th a t is required  to  process images one o f  the 
greatest challenges has been to  reliably detect a lane m arking w ithou t doing exhaustive 
processing on the image.
2.5.1.1 Edge based methods
O ne sim ple algorithm , w hich is presented  in  [6], is described below.
T he image o f  the road  scene is first obtained via a vehicle-m ounted camera. T h e  im age is 
then  searched along a pre-determ ined num ber o f  rows placed vertically to  the heading o f  the 
vehicle. E ach  row  is split in to  a right and left section. T h e  righ t side is to  search fo r the 
right hand  road lane boundary  and  correspondingly the left side o f  the  row  is to  search for 
the left road lane boundary. T h e  crossing p o in t o f  the search row  and the  lane boundary  
becom es a sam pled p o in t w hich is then  recorded and used along w ith  the o th er sam pled 
points to  determ ine a correct course for the vehicle. In  [6] it is assum ed that the road is flat 
allowing an easy m apping  correspondence o f  the  physical plane to  the im age plane. T o  
reduce detection tim e even fu rther the  entire search row s are n o t searched; ra ther a sub-zone 
o f  each search row  is searched. T he appropriate position ing  o f  each search row  can be 
predicted  w ith the  aid o f  the road edge detection  in  the previous contro l period  (image).
I f  how ever, there is no  previous road  edge detection, such as is the case w hen the vehicle is 
a t initial start-up, th en  the  search zone is centred o n  the m idpo in t betw een the  centre o f  the 
image horizontally  and the edge o f  the image on  each side, i.e. the centre o f  the left search 
zone should be  V\ the image w idth  in  from  the left hand  side o f  the image and the centre o f  
the right search zone should b e  Vi th e  im age w id th  in from  the  right hand  side o f  the  image. 
This is show n in  Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Search zones at initial start-up
O nce the search zones are determ ined the  lane boundary  is found  as discussed below.
T he following second differential and sm ooth ing  filter is applied to  the search zone. T h e  
coefficients o f  this filter are.
-1 -1 -1 2 2 2 -1 -1 -1 
Applying this filter leads to  the  edges at the road  boundaries betw een lane m arkings and 
roads being em phasised. A fter applying this opera to r th e  gradients a t the zero crossing 
points can be found, as can the  m axim um  and m inim um  points. T h e  two zero crossing 
points should co rrespond  to  the edges o f  a lane. I f  the distance betw een these tw o po in ts is 
appropriate and its absolute value is large enough, th en  the  tw o po in ts are regarded as a road 
lane edge and a sam ple po in t (m idpoint o f  the segm ent connecting  these points) is obtained. 
I f  the above condition  is n o t satisfied th en  the sam ple p o in t is n o t obtained.
O nce all the sam ple po in ts have been  obtained th e  nex t job  is to  m atch  up  left and right 
sam ple points w ith  each other. E ach  left po in t and right p o in t o n  a given search row  are 
m atched and a p o in t m idw ay betw een the two is calculated. This results in  a set o f  po in ts 
going dow n the centre o f  the lane. By fitting a cubic curve to  these points dow n the  centre 
o f  the lane th en  a final path  th a t the vehicle should take is obtained.
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2.5.1.2 Histogram based methods
A m ethod  based on  H istogram  segm entation is given in  [7]. A  D escrip tion  based o n  [7] 
follows.
I t  is assum ed th a t the  only object presen t in  the  low er scan lines o f  the image is the road.
F o r m ost acceptable road  conditions, the road  variations in  such a small section are small 
enough to  assum e tha t the histogram  o f  the first bands is going to  be unim odal and in  som e 
cases even close to  G aussian. A t this p o in t the  m ean  value o f  the grey level d istribu tion  o f  
the road, as well as the  m axim um  and m inim um  value o f  such a distribution are calculated. 
T hen  values above the  m axim um  are assum ed to  be  lane m arkers and values below  the 
m inim um  are assum ed to  be  objects (e.g. cars etc. based o n  the  fact tha t the obstacles, 
especially vehicles, p roduce shadow s w hich are darker th an  the road).
As the algorithm  progresses up the image, objects o ther th an  the road will appear and  this 
will change the distribution o f  the  histogram . B ands are processed until the vanishing po in t 
is passed, w hich is calculated from  previous fram es o r from  an initial guess e.g. h a lf the 
screen. A t this p o in t the only in terest is in  finding the lane m arkers. So each band  is 
th resholded w ith  the  m axim um  value o f  the ro ad  histogram . T h e  resulting images are 
m erged to  get a black and white image containing m o st o f  the lane m arkers and som e o ther 
objects in the scene. So the original image is segm ented in to  th ree regions, nam ely Road, 
Lane-M arker candidates and O bstacle candidates.
T h e  num ber o f  floating po in t operations executed by the  algorithm  up to  this p o in t is 
approxim ately 6 F L O P S /p ixel, w here m ost edge detectors w ould  require betw een 30 and 
300 F L O P S /p ix e l to  obtain  a similar result.
T he m o st relevant features o f  the lane candidates need to  be extracted at this stage and 
analysed at a h igher level. Several characteristics believed to  be  relevant to  filter o u t non-lane 
m arker objects are calculated.
A  Least Squares fit is applied to  a straight line o f  each ob ject in  the image (lane candidates). 
F rom  here, the  estim ated inclination, in tersect and  the correlation coefficient are calculated. 
These are calculated from  the following:
•  T he Average angle form ed by each po in t in  the object is calculated as is
•  T he centroid o f  the object.
•  T he size o f  the  object.
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•  T h e  m axim um  w idth  o f  the  object is also calculated, as is the  co-ordinate at w hich  this 
m axim um  is located.
A t this p o in t the classification o f  the  objects m ust take place to  determ ine i f  an ob ject is a 
lane m arker or not. This process is divided in two.
2.5.1.2.1 U nary C lassification .
First a confidence m easurem ent is defined fo r each object. H igh  positive m easurem ent 
indicates a likely lane m arker. Low  positive m easurem ent indicates the possibility o f  a lane 
m arker only if  o ther evidence corroborates this e.g. p o sition  o f  o ther high m easurem ent lane 
m arkers o r som e o th er p rio r knowledge. Negative value m easurem ent indicates non-lane 
m arker objects and  these are rejected at this stage. This classification is done in  
correspondence w ith  the features extracted previously and  som e derived features such as:
•  M axim um  angle spanned  by the object w ith respect to  the co-ordinate o f  the vanishing 
p o in t and
•  W eighted size o f  the  object, w hich is equivalent to  the  size, w eighted to  the inverse o f  
the distance in y (vertical axis) to  the vanishing point.
2.5 .1 .2 .2  R ela tion al C lassification
H ere relational in form ation  fo r groups o f  objects is analysed. In  o rder to  do this “lane 
objects” are defined i.e. groups o f  objects th a t are likely to  b e  o n  the same lane m arker 
structure (continuous o r dashed line o r o ther com bination). L ane objects have the following 
properties:
•  Base angle: the angle at w hich the first ob ject on  the “lane object” was found.
•  Last angle: the  angle at w hich the last ob ject was found.
•  Size: while n o t specified in  [7], this is assum ed to  be size in  pixels.
•  W eighted size: the  sum  o f  the sizes, w eighted by a function  o f  the status flag.
A t each po in t w hether o r n o t an ob ject belongs to  one “lane object” based on  confidence 
m easurem ent is evaluated. A  large value o f  confidence indicates a highly likely lane marker. 
T herefore, either they are grouped  together (orientations similar) o r a new  “lane object” is 
started based on  the curren t object. A small value o f  confidence indicates tha t an object 
could be part or n o t o f  a lane depending on its position.
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2.5.1.3 Frequency Domain approach
A frequency dom ain approach  for detecting lane m arkers in  images acquired from  a forw ard- 
looking vehicle m oun ted  cam era is given in  [8]. T he m ethod  is based on  a novel set o f  
frequency dom ain  features that capture relevant inform ation  concern ing  the strength  and 
orien ta tion  o f  spatial edges. T h e  frequency dom ain features are com bined w ith  a deform able 
tem plate tha t is determ ined previously, in  order to  detect the  lane m arkers o f  interest. T he 
algorithm  seems to  detect lane m arkers rem arkably well fo r a very large and varied collection 
o f  roadw ay images.
T h e  m ethod  used in  [8] can be outlined as follows:
A n im age is broken  up  in to  8x8 pixel blocks. F o r each block, a frequency-dom ain-based 
feature vec to r is com puted. This feature vec to r reflects th e  am o u n t o f  “diagonally dom inan t 
edge energy” tha t is contained in tha t 8x8 block. T h e  b lock  feature vectors are th en  used in 
com bination w ith a deform able tem plate shape m odel o f  the desired lane m arkers. This 
com bination is accom plished in  a Bayesian setting, w here the deform able tem plate m odel 
plays the  role o f  a p rio r probability and the  feature vectors are used to  com pute a likelihood 
probability. T h e  lane detection  problem  is reduced to finding the global m axim um  o f  a four­
dim ensional posterior probability density function  and an  exhaustive search is em ployed to  
find the global m axim um .
2.5.1.3.1 F requency D om ain  F eatures
A n exam ination o f  roadway scenes obtained  from  a forw ard-looking vehicle-m ounted 
cam era easily reveals th a t lane m arkers tend  to  have “D iagonally dom inan t” orientations in 
the im age plane due to  the perspective transform ation  in h eren t in  the ground plane im aging 
process, w hereas the  extraneous edges have n o  such preferred  orientations. [8] finds the 
frequency dom ain to  be  a convenient m ethod  to  discrim inate betw een edges th a t are 
diagonally dom inant and those tha t are random ly oriented.
T he salient po in ts o f  the m ethod  are as follows:
T he image is divided in to  8x8 blocks and the D C T  o f  these is taken
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T here are 12 o f  the D C T  basis functions th a t are m o st im portan t. T hese are m o st 
im portan t, as they tend  to  represen t the diagonally dom inan t edges o f  lanes. F o r each 
original im age the  corresponding feature im age is obtained by  sum m ing the squares o f  its 12 
special D C T  decom positions.
2.5 .1 .3 .2  D eform able  Tem plate.
T h e algorithm  presen ted  in [8] uses a global shape m odel to  pred ic t the m anner in  w hich 
lane m arkers appear in  images. As is com m only done, it is also assum ed th a t lane m arkers are 
circular arcs o n  a flat g round plane.
2.5.1.4 Dealing with multiple types of lane markers.
In  [9] the focus is on  developing a system  for recognition o f  m ultiple types o f  L ane M arkers 
using local E dge detection. [9] utilises the characteristic th a t lane m arkers converge to  the 
focus o f  expansion and the lane m arkers have edge poin ts tow ards the  focus o f  expansion. 
T h e  algorithm  uses only the edge poin ts w hose direction is tow ards the  focus o f  expansion. 
E dge direction is com puted  by only near-neighbour elem ents ra ther than  continuous line 
segm ents in  o rder to  spo t lane m arkers even if  their shapes are n o t continuous lines. In  case 
o f  Raised P avem ent M arkers (RPMs), experim ental results show  tha t the average processing 
tim e is u nder 100ms and recognition rate is over 96%. T h e  MLR (M ultitype L ane m arker 
Recognition) algorithm  is ro b u st for various noises such as from  preceding vehicles, 
shadows o f  trees, road  signs, etc.
2.5.1.4.1 O utline o f  approach.
T h e edge-based algorithm  is used because it is ro b u st to  changes in brightness. T herefore, it 
detects the  edge points o f  lane boundaries betw een lane m arkers and the road  surface and 
analyses the  d istribution o f  edge points in  o rder to  calculate the directions o f  lane m arkers.
2.5.1.4.2 Two prob lem s to be so lved  f o r  R P M s
E dge P o in t D etection: - RPM s are thin in  com parison  w ith w hite lines so they give a smaller 
contrast w hen  com pared w ith white lines
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Lane M arker Recognition: - E dge points o f  RPM s are d iscontinuous because th e  RPM s are 
small circles o r squares. I t  is difficult to  analyse this because o f  discontinuity.
2.5 .1 .4 .3  E dge P o in t D etection .
O ne goal for the M LR  algorithm  is tha t it can detect lane m arkers even if  there is only a litde 
difference in  brightness o f  lane boundaries. T o  p reven t lo st lane m arkers, the th resho ld  for 
detecting edge poin ts should be lowered.
2.5 .1 .4 .4  L ane M arker R ecognition.
T o  recognise lane m arkers, the distribution o f  edge po in ts is analysed.
2.5 .1 .4 .5  Im plem entation
2.5.1.4.5.1 Edge Detection
T he algorithm  extracts edges from  the im age and each edge p o in t contains position  and 
angle. T o  calculate the angle o f  each edge point, the zero-crossing m ethod  is used. T h e  zero 
crossing m ethod  detects only the m inim um  necessary n u m b er o f  edge po in ts to  recognise 
lane m arkers as the m ethod  detects only the area o f  the m axim um  difference in  brightness. 
Z ero  crossing can calculate inform ation on edge poin ts w ith  sub-pixel accuracy. This is 
advantageous w hen dealing w ith small round  shapes like RPM s.
2.5.1.4.5.2 Noise Elimination.
Because edge points are detected under low  threshold  conditions, m o st edge po in ts are 
noise. T he feature th a t lane m arkers are in the direction o f  the F O E  (Field o f  E xpansion) is 
used in  o rder to  elim inate noise. In  this process the edge poin ts o f  the preceding  vehicle are 
elim inated because m o st edge points o f  the preceding vehicle are n o t tow ards the F O E , 
because the direction  o f  the  edge poin ts are o n  the ho rizo n  o r vertical. T h e  edge po in ts o f  
o ther road  noises are elim inated fo r the sam e reason. H ow ever, this assum ption  can n o t be 
applied to  a curved road, because the directions o f  the lane m arkers change according to 
their positions along the  curve. H ence all d istan t edge poin ts, w hich are close to  the F O E , 
are elim inated even if  their angles correspond to  the direction o f  the F O E . T h e  lane m arker 
can be  regarded as a straight line in the area near the h o s t vehicle, so it is possible to  detect 
the lane m arkers regardless o f  road curvature.
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2.5.1.4.5.3 Histogram Analysis.
W hen all the edges in  the scene are captured a H istogram  analysis o f  the  angles o f  th e  edges 
is perform ed. Peaks should occur at the angle o f  th e  road  edges heading tow ards the F O E . 
F urtherm ore the h istogram  exhibits a significant double peak  structure, w here the  tw o peaks 
are at abou t the left and right lane m arkers. T h en  lane w idth  can also be referred to  in order 
to  exclude noise peaks, such as neighbouring lane m arkers, preceding cars, slip-scars (skid 
m arks) etc. F u rtherm ore  a w eight is given to  each edge p o in t
2.5.1.4.5.4 Lane Boundaries Detection.
I f  tw o lane m arkers are found, the algorithm  im plem ents a H ough  T ransform  to  detec t the 
lane boundaries by using edge points w hich have the sam e angle.
2.5.1.4.5.5 FOE update.
T h e F O E  position  is updated  as the in tersection p o in t o f  the tw o lane boundaries. T h e  F O E  
position  is used fo r noise elimination.
2.5.1.5 Ralph Vision System
R alph stands fo r (Rapidly adapting lateral position  handler) and  is a vision system  developed 
joindy by Carnegie M ellon University and A ssistW are T echnology Inc. R alph decom poses 
vehicle steering in to  th ree steps: sam pling the image, determ ining the road curvature and 
assessing the lateral o ffse t o f  the  vehicle relative to  the  lane centre [10].
2.5 .1 .5 .1  Sam plin g  the im age.
M any parts o f  the  im age taken by the  cam era m ou n ted  nex t to  the rear-view m irro r are n o t 
relevant to  the  driving task (e.g. parts depicting the  sky o r  show ing the  vehicle dashboard). 
R alph eliminates these parts and only processes the  portions o f  the scene inside a designated 
trapezoid (the trapezo id  suits the perspective effect o f  th e  road  ahead). A lthough the u pper 
and low er boundaries o f  the trapezoid vary w ith  vehicle velocity (m oving fu rther ahead o f  
the vehicle, tow ard the  to p  o f  the image, as th e  vehicle increases speed) they are typically 20 
to  70 m eters ahead o f  the  vehicle, respectively. T h e  second and perhaps m ore im portan t 
aspect o f  the trapezo id’s shape is its horizonta l extent. I t  is configured so th a t its w id th  on 
the ground plane is identical a t each row  o f  the  image. T he horizontal distance th a t each 
row  o f  the trapezoid  encom passes, is approxim ately 7 m eters, abou t twice the w id th  o f  a 
typical lane. T he trapezoid is selectively sam pled according to  the strategy tha t changes it
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from  a trapezoidal perspective image to  a rectangular birds-eye view. T his sam pling process 
creates a low -resolution (30x32 pixels) image w here im p o rtan t features such as lane m arkings 
(which converge tow ard the top  o f  the original image) appear parallel (birds eye view). This 
image re-sam pling is a sim ple geom etric transform ation  and  requires no explicit feature 
detection.
2.5.1.5.2 C urvature ca lcu lation
T ransform ing  the image o f  the road features in to  a bird 's eye view  is crucial to  the curvature 
calculation step o f  R alph processing. T o  determ ine the  curvature o f  the road  ahead, Ralph 
hypothesises a possible curvature, subtracts it from  the parallelised low -resolution image and 
tests to see how  well the hypothesised curvature has “ straightened” the lane m arkings in  the 
image. T he hypothesis w ith the closest similarity to  the actual im age will cause the 
straightest result.
H o w  straight is the result? This is ascertained by vertically sum m ing the colum ns o f  the 
resulting transform ed im age to  create a scan-line intensity  profile. W hen the visible image 
features are correctly straightened, sharp discontinuities betw een  adjacent colum ns occur in 
the  image. In  contrast, w hen  the  hypothesised curvature has shifted the image features too 
m uch o r too  little, there are sm ooth  transitions betw een adjacent colum ns o f  the  scan-line 
intensity profile. By sum m ing the  m axim um  absolute differences betw een intensities o f  
adjacent colum ns in  the  scan-line intensity profile, R alph can  quantify this property  to  
determ ine the  curvature hypothesis tha t b est straightens the  im age features.
A n  im portan t a ttribute o f  this technique for determ ining ro ad  curvature is th a t it is entirely 
independen t o f  the particular features p resen t in  the image. A s long  as visible features run 
parallel to  the road, this technique exploits them  to  determ ine road curvature. T hose 
features need n o t be  at any particular position  relative to  th e  road  and they  need n o t have 
distinct boundaries.
2.5.1.5.3 L atera l o ffse t calcu lation
N ext, Ralph determ ines the vehicle’s lateral position relative to  the  lane centre. I t  uses a 
tem plate m atching approach o n  the scan-line intensity profile generated in  the curvature 
estim ation step. T he scan-line intensity profile is a one-dim ensional representation  o f  the 
road’s appearance as seen from  the vehicle’s current lateral position. By com paring this
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curren t appearance w ith  the appearance o f  a tem plate created  w hen the  vehicle was centred  
in the lane, Ralph can estim ate the  vehicle’s curren t lateral offset.
2.5.1.6 Multiple Cues method
A  cue in  this case is any item  in a road scene that could be used to  detect the lane ahead. A  
com m on characteristic o f  m any lane detection and follow ing systems is th a t they rely on only 
one o r tw o cues for lane detection, tha t are used regardless o f  how  well they are perform ing. 
T hey do  n o t m ake any a ttem pt to  track the road as the conditions change from  highly 
structured highways to  sem i-structured lanes to  unstructu red  off-road conditions.
In  [11] a m ethod w hich uses m ultiple cues is considered. I t  is based o n  a D istillation 
A lgorithm  that attem pts to  dynamically allocate com putational resources over a suite o f  cues 
to robustly track the road  in  a variety o f  situations. T h e  system  also uses particle filtering, 
w hich is a search m ethod  th a t represents the continuous p o s te rio r density w ith a set o f  
discrete particles, o r hypothesis. T hese particles represen t the  target location and are m oved 
to  positions o f  high probability to  concentrate com putational pow er in  those areas o f  
interest.
2.5.1.6.1 D istilla tion  A lgorithm .
This algorithm  is based on  a suite o f  cues, w hich are calculated from  im age and state 
inform ation  and com bined to  provide evidence strengthening  o r attenuating the  belief in 
each hypothesis o f  the  particle filter. E ach  cue’s usage is evaluated over tim e and those cues 
tha t are perform ing b est are distilled to  a select set th a t can th en  be given the largest share o f  
the processing time. T h e  o th er cues th a t are n o t perform ing  as well are still p rocessed  b u t 
are n o t given priority. T hese cues are n o t used fo r decision m aking as they are n o t processed 
fast enough b u t their results are m onitored  to  see w hat their con tribu tion  w ould  be to  the 
overall tracking. I f  it is found  th a t one o f  these cues over tim e has becom e m ore useful than  
one o f  those th a t is being processed  faster, then  th a t cue will have its priority upped  so th a t it 
is given m ore processing pow er overall and is included in the tracking. In  this way, as road 
structures change, the type o f  tracking used changes to  a m ore appropriate  type.
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2.5.1.6.1.1 Types of cues
E ach cue is developed to  w ork  independendy from  the o thers and is custom ised to  perfo rm  
b etter in  different situations. Individually they w ould perfo rm  unsatisfactorily, b u t com bined 
they p roduce a robust solution to  lane tracking.
T w o different classes o f  cues are used in  the lane tracker, nam ely Im age based cues and 
State based cues.
Image based cues:
Lane M arker Cue: suited to  detecting roads that have lane markings.
R oad E dge Cue: suited to  detecting  roads w ith lane m arkings o r defined edges.
R oad C olour Cue: suited to  any roads th a t have a d ifferent co lour than  their surroundings. 
N o n  Road C olour Cue: suited to  evaluating non-road  regions in  the  road  colour probability 
map.
State based cues:
Road W idth Cue: suitable in m ulti-lane roads w here it is possible for the  o ther cues to  detect 
tw o o r m ore lanes as one.
Elastic Lane Cue: is used to m ove objects tow ards the lane th a t the vehicle is in. T h e  need 
fo r this cue arose w hen  it was discovered th a t the lane tracking system  often  switched 
betw een lanes w hen driving on  a m ultilane highway. This cue was in troduced  to  favour 
particles that describe lanes tha t the vehicle was in.
2.5 .1 .6 .2  E xperim en ta l results.
This m ethod  has proved  very effective in  its proficiency fo r target detection, the particle 
filter m oves seamlessly from  detection  to  tracking w ithou t any additional com putation 
required for the detection  phase. T h e  lane tracker was tested  in  several d ifferent scenarios 
including highway driving w ith  light traffic, ou ter city driving w ith  high curvature roads and 
inner city driving w ith  m oderate  levels o f  traffic. Cue fusion was found  to  dramatically 
increase the robustness o f  the algorithm  due to  the variety o f  conditions the  cues were suited 
to. T h e  initial set o f  cues w ere lim ited to  the image based cues (Lane M arker, Road Edge, 
Road C olour and N on-road  C olour Cues), w hich contained n o  p rio r in form ation except for 
a transform ation betw een a particle and its road m odel in the im age space. Using the initial 
cues the particle filter often  converged to  lane segm ents th a t the vehicle was n o t in o r to  the 
w hole road instead o f  a single lane. This was due to  the lane m arkings and edges o f  the road
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having stronger signals in  the observations than  the lane m arkings separating the lanes. 
A dding the tw o heuristic state based cues (Road W idth C ue and E lastic Lane Cue) to 
strengthen hypotheses tha t contain the vehicle and have a road  w idth  close to  the average 
was found to  be a satisfactory solution to  this problem .
2.5.1.7 Lane recognition by detecting Reflection Posts.
O n  country roads in  som e countries (G erm any in  the case o f  [12]) reflection  posts occur as 
additional features, indicating the  road course due to  their close proxim ity to  the road edge 
and the ability to  see them  from  a large distance. Since h u m an  drivers w ould use these as an  
extra indicator for lane recognition it is advisable to  also include them  in v is io n /ro b o tic  
based systems to  im prove robustness o f  systems on  country  roads.
Reflection posts have accurately defined dim ensions and appearances. T h e  w hole o f  the 
reflection post, w ith its w hite and  black faces is visible in  daylight. H ow ever, only the small 
reflectors are visible a t night. In  [12] the  authors concentrate  o n  the detection o f  reflection 
posts in daylight.
T hree  d ifferent com puter vision m ethods are investigated as to  their capability to  locate 
reflection posts in  grey-scale images. T hese are as follows:
A  correlation based m ethod  using a m atched filter.
A n  edge based m ethod.
A  m ethod  th a t searches for typical patterns o f  reflection p o sts  in  horizontally and vertically 
integrated edge images.
2.5.1.7.1 C orrelation  M eth od
T he first m ethod  (correlation) is a m atched filter m ethod, w hich  correlates the captured 
image w ith a matrix, w hich represen ts the w hite and black regions o f  a reflection post. This 
m ethod  is based on the  simple structure o f  the reflection posts. 2D  correlation can be very 
com putationally intensive so to  coun ter this the matrix is separated in to  a vertical and 
horizontal search to  reduce the  com putational complexity. A  local peak in the result o f  this 
operation  represents a po ten tial reflection post.
T h e  advantages o f  this algorithm  are that it is relatively fast in  com putation  term s and is 
suitable for detection o f  partly occluded objects. D isadvantages o f  this algorithm  are that
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light spots in the cam era im age also result in local peaks o f  the  filter results and the  filter 
results b lur around the  exact position  o f  the reflection posts resulting in  disturbances in the 
tracking process. A lso because the size o f  objects in  the im age m ust be know n in advance 
for this m ethod  to w ork, it is o f  lim ited use. H ow ever, it is suggested th a t an iterative 
application o f  the m atched  filter fo r searching diverse sizes o f  reflection posts is one solution 
to  m ake the m ethod  m ore usable.
2.5 .1 .7 .2  E dge E xtraction  M ethod.
A n edge extraction algorithm  can also be  applied to  the reflection posts p rob lem  as the 
bright reflection posts can be separated from  the  typically dark background. T he first step in 
this detection algorithm  is to  generate tw o lists o f  vectors, w hich represen t the horizontal 
upw ard and dow nw ard edges in  the image. In  the second step, groups o f  edges, th a t m atch 
the characteristic parallel edges o f  reflection posts, are com bined. T his m ethod  allows the 
calculation o f  the size and position o f  the detected  reflection p o st in  the  image precisely. By 
com bining the vectors it  is possible to  detect reflection posts standing at any angle beside the 
road. H ow ever, unlike the  correlation algorithm  above the  recognition o f  partly occluded 
reflection posts is difficult.
2.5 .1 .7 .3  V ertical a n d  H orizon ta l In tegration  M eth od
T he th ird  m ethod  is based on  vertical and horizontal integration o f  im age regions. In  the 
case o f  an ideal vertical reflection p o s t the vertical integration o f  the  edge im age w ould result 
in  perfect straight-line peaks. H ow ever, in  a situation w here the reflection p o st is slightly 
skewed the peaks w ould  be blurred  b u t still visible (see Figure 2). T h e  reflection p o s t can 
be  detected  and horizontally located by searching the characteristic g roup  o f  peaks in  the 
integral. T he horizonta l integral is th en  applied to  a lim ited area o f  the im age to  determ ine 
the  vertical position  o f  the reflection p o s t in  the image. Similar to  reflection posts tha t are 
n o t in correct uprigh t position , partial occlusions decrease the peaks in the  integrals.
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Figure 2. Vertical and Horizontal integration
W ith this m ethod  it  is difficult to  detect reflection posts a t larger distances. T h e  m eth o d  is 
how ever, suitable fo r tracking d ie objects in  the  im age sequences because these features can 
be found again easily.
2.5.1.8 Lane recognition using Hough transform.
In  [13] a system using a H ough  transform  to fit extracted  num erical w hite line data to  a 
straight line fo r the lane boundary is used. T he algorithm  fo r the lane recognition includes 
processes fo r the  threshold  setting, the w hite line extraction, the lane recognition and the 
prediction o f  the  lane boundary  w hen the lane recognition fails.
2.5.1.8.1 T hreshold  setting.
First, nine scanning lines, w ith lim ited length are chosen  fo r each side, left and right and  the 
m axim um  value o f  the brightness signal along each scanning line is detected. T he length  o f  
each scanning line is 80 pixels long and the centre o f  each line corresponds to  the location o f  
the recognised lane fo r the previous image data (see Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Scan lines
N ext, the average value o f  those nine m axim um  values is calculated for each side and they 
are called P lvar fo r the left and P rvar for the  right. T h e  threshold  value is calculated as a 
weighted average o f  P l^  or P rvar and  the average brightness P var over the lim ited scanning 
lines. T his enables evaluation o f  the brightness o f  the  w hite line relative to  the  average 
brightness o f  th e  road  surface.
2.5 .1 .8 .2  E xtraction  o f  ou tline o f  th e  w hite tine.
T he outline o f  the  w hite line is determ ined by using the th resho ld  value. F irst a 
parallelogram  shaped  area, 80 pixels w ide and its height correspond ing  to  150 scanning lines 
across is cu t fo r each side (see Figure 4).
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T h e centre o f  the w idth corresponds to  the recognised w hite line in  th e  previous im age 
frame. T h e  brightness data is th en  com pared to  the th reshold  value along each scanning line 
from  the  inner end to  the  o u ter end. T his is continued along each scanning line until the 
first pixel tha t is b righter than  the th reshold  is found or the  com pared  pixel reaches the o u ter 
end o f  the lim ited scanning line and then  m oves to  the nex t scanning line. Finally the outline 
o f  the w hite line is ob tained  as the  location o f  150 pixels fo r each side, 300 altogether at 
m ost.
2.5 .1 .8 .3  S traigh t-line fittin g .
T h e num erical w hite line data is fitted to  a straight line by  using a H ough  Transform . T he 
H ough  transform  is a p ro jection  o f  a p o in t in the x-y plane in to  a curve in the p  — Q plane 
as given in the following equation.
p  =  x -  cos 6  +  y  • sin 0  (1)
T h e  characteristic o f  the  transfo rm  is tha t any o f  the poin ts o n  the sam e straight line in  the 
x-y p lane are projected into the curves in p  — Q plane, w hich  cross each o ther at the sam e 
point, the unique point. T his p o in t represents the straight line in the x-y plane and this is 
used to recognise the w hite line in the x-y plane. H ere the d istribu tion  o f  crossing points are
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obtained  instead o f  a unique p o in t as the recognised num erical w hite line data are n o t exactly 
o n  a straight line. T hus the densest p o in t is chosen as the unique point. T hen  the straight 
line in  the x-y plane can be determ ined. D isadvantages o f  this m ethod  are that it is tim e 
consum ing and noise also causes problem s. H ow ever, these problem s can be solved w hen 
the calculated area in  the p  — 6  p lane is restricted to  a m inim um  as follows. F irst the origin 
o f  the co-ordinate system  in the road  image is set a t the cen tre  o f  th e  low er side o f  the image 
w ith  the  x-axis along the horizonta l and the  y-axis along th e  vertical. In  general an  im age o f  
a roadw ay will have the  left line appearing in the left half o f  the  im age and  the right line 
appearing in the right side o f  the image. So the 0 dom ain fo r the left line can be lim ited to 
[90°, 180°] and [0°, 90°] for the  right. T he H ough  transfo rm  is applied to  only this small area 
and  the new  unique p o in t is found  quickly. This is possible i f  the sam pling rate is high 
enough to  keep the change o f  the location o f  the unique p o in t in the lim ited rectangular area. 
T h e  algorithm  is effective in reducing the  processing tim e significantly and also avoids the 
in terference o f  data betw een the  tw o lines on  either side o f  the  lane.
2.5.2 Inverse Perspective Mapping.
In  using a camera to  sense the  roadway, a m ajor issue th a t m u st be  dealt w ith is the 
perspective effect caused w hen m apping  a 3D  scene on to  a 2D  image. In  
[10] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] this p rob lem  has been  given a lo t o f  consideration. D u e  to  the 
perspective effect, the road  m arkings appear to  vary their w id th  and  length according to  their 
d istance from  the camera.
T h e  m odel roadway show n in F igure 5 is a straight piece o f  ro ad  w ith each o f  the  road 
m arkings being the same size and distance apart. T he tw o sets o f  lane m arkers are parallel.
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Figure 5. Short straight-line road section.
As can be seen from  the sets o f  road m arkings th a t appear in  this 2D  representation o f  the 
roadway, the right and left lane m arkers do n o t appear to  be in  parallel, ra ther they seem  to 
converge at som e vanishing p o in t in the distance. T h e  perspective effect associates d ifferent 
m eanings to  different im age pixels, depending on their p o sition  in the im age [14]. A  Pixel in  
the low er p art o f  the im age represents a m uch smaller physical area than  a pixel in the u pper 
p art o f  the image. This can be seen in  Figure 6.
P art (b) shows b o th  a plan and side view o f  the camera and  roadway. T h e  camera in this 
situation is at a dow nw ard angle o f  30° and the angular apertu re  o f  the cam era is 60°. F rom  
the side view lines can be  seen extending o u t from  the  cam era at 10° intervals over the 60° o f  
the angular aperture. T h e  d istance each o f  these extends along the x-axis varies. T he same 
can be seen in  the plan view. A gain lines can be seen extending  o u t from  the cam era at 10° 
intervals over the 60° o f  the  angular aperture.
N o w  looking at the boundary  contained betw een the  b o tto m  10° o f  the horizontal direction 
com pared w ith  the boundary  contained  w ith the top  10°, it  can be  seen th a t these two 
boundaries contain vastly d ifferen t areas o f  the 3D  scene. H ow ever, each o f  these areas will 
cover the same am oun t o f  pixels in  th e  captured image. T hree  d ifferent sectors are shaded 
ou t in  the plan view o f  the 3D  scene and can be seen to  cover varying areas, b u t each o f  
these areas are show n again in p art (a) o f  the diagram  and  are all o f  the sam e area.
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Figure 6. Perspective effect, (a) shows 36 equal sectors of a captured image, (b) shows the varying 
areas in the real world scene that go to making up each of those sectors.
This can m ake the detection o f  lane m arkings and the judgem ent o f  distances m ore com plex 
to  ascertain. This inevitably leads to  m ore processing pow er being required  to  m ake 
decisions based o n  the image data.
2.5.2.1 Methods of counteracting Perspective effect.
O n e m ethod  for rem oving the perspective effect is p u t forw ard in  [10] and  is briefly 
explained in  section 2.5.1.5.1. [14][15][16][17] [18] [19] also suggest a m echanism  to  rem ove 
this perspective effect, w ith the result being  a birds eye view  (plan view) o f  the roadway. 
H aving th e  birds eye view m eans th a t each pixel represents the sam e p o rtio n  o f  the  road, 
allowing hom ogeneous distribution  o f  the  in fo rm ation  am ong all pixels. T his should lead to 
a less com plex m ethod  o f  detecting  lane m arkers and determ ining a target trajectory for the 
au tonom ous vehicle to  traverse. Less com plexity  m ay lead to  less processing  pow er being 
required to  im plem ent the  algorithm . I f  this is the case, th en  it m ust be  considered w hether 
the sim pler algorithm  added to  the  processing  required to  perfo rm  the  rem oval o f  the 
perspective effect, is in  total, less th an  the  processing required by the  m ore com plex 
algorithm  for detection  o f  lane m arkings and trajectory planing based o n  the original 
captured image. This is suggested by [14], w hich states: “T he rem oval o f  the perspective 
effect allows to  detect road m arkings th rough  an  extrem ely simple and fast m orphological 
processing th a t can be efficiently im plem ented o n  massively parallel SIM D  architectures.”
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T h e m athem atical form ula given by [14] to  rem ove the perspective effect is as follows:
u(x,  y ,0 ) =
v(x,  y ,0 ) =  ■
tan  1
h sin y(x, y,0)
y - d
2 a
n — 1
taiD 1
y - d  
y - l  \
- { d - a )
(2)
(3)
2 a  
n - 1
T he im p o rtan t param eters are as follows:
T h e  co-ordinates o f  th e  real w orld  scene are (x, y, z), the b irds eye (plan view) will show  the 
road  as a 2D  (x, y) space w here it is assum ed th a t z =  0;
T h e  x-axis is parallel to  the heading o f  the vehicle. T he y-axis is perpendicular to  this.
-Y -ax is
nu
+ Y -a x is
—+X-axis
Figure 7. Co-ordinate space of the real world scene in plan view.
u and v are the axes o f  the captured image, w hich contains the perspective effect th a t m ust 
be  undone.
y i s  the  angle betw een the optical axis o f  the cam era and the  heading o f  the vehicle.
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Figure 8. The y  angle.
9  is the  angle betw een the horizontal, parallel to  the  (x, y) p lane and the  optical axis o f  the 
camera.
Figure 9. The 9  angle and the h (height) variable.
T he larger this angle, the closer to  the vehicle the  cam era will be able to  view. T his w ould  be 
advantageous fo r close quarter m anoeuvring and  sharp curves. H ow ever, this w ould  lead to  
less o f  the road  ahead being visible, w hich  m ay require th e  vehicle to  m ove at slow er speeds 
as the con tro l system  will have m uch sh o rte r space and therefore, sho rter tim e to  react to  
changing circum stances.
h is the height o f  the cam era on  the z-axis, w ith  z= 0  being the level o f  the (x, y) p lane on  
w hich the road  is assum ed to  be. I t  is im p o rtan t to  no te  th a t the units o f  heigh t are in  pixels.
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T his is b es t explained w ith  an example. I f  lane m arkings are 1 m eter in  length  and the height 
o f  the cam era is 1.5 m eters, then  for exam ple i f  h  in the algorithm  is set to  30 pixels each 
lane m arking should be  20 pixels long. C hanging the h value to  60 w ould  cause the lane 
m arkings to  appear to  be 40 pixels lo n g  etc.
2a  is the  angular aperture o f  the camera.
R esolution  o f  the cam era is given as n x  n w here n is the num ber o f  pixels horizontally  and 
vertically o n  the  image sensor.
d  is the d istance along the y-axis th a t the  cam era is placed. This is im p o rtan t for 
determ ining  w here the vehicle is positioned  in  the  lane betw een the lane m arkers. As w ith h 
above, d is m easured in pixels in  the algorithm  and should be set to  m atch  h in  a ratio  o f  the 
real w orld  situation.
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Figure 11. The I and d variables.
I is the p o in t on  the x-axis w here the cam era lens is positioned. I f  the  cam era is assum ed to  
be positioned at the origin (0,0), then  b o th  /  and d  will be zero. As w ith h and d  above, I  is 
m easured in  pixels.
2.5.3 Lane Trajectory Planning and Steering algorithms
A fter determ ining w here the lane m arkers and / o r the  lane are positioned , the nex t action is 
to determ ine how  the vehicle should m ove in order to  follow  the lane. A ssum ing a two 
dim ensional flat plane fo r the vehicle to  drive on, this will usually take the form  o f  starting 
w ith a num ber o f  target points w hich the vehicle should h it  w hile m oving from  its current 
position  to  final destination. In  order to  get the vehicle to  h it these po in ts a curve should 
first be fitted to  h it o r com e close to  each o f  these po in ts and the final task is to  determ ine 
how  the vehicle can follow  this curve. T his entails taking in to  accoun t the  kinem atics o f  
autom obile type vehicles, in  particular as the vehicle changes its position  the steering angle 
required to  m aintain the  vehicle’s position  along the  curve th a t has been generated from  the 
target points.
2.5.3.1 Trajectory planing by cubic curve
In  [6] such a target p o in t following algorithm  is described. T h e  dynam ics o f  a vehicle o f  
autom obile type are described as follows:
x  — v cos 0  W
y  = v sin 9  (5)
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W here (x, y) is the position  o f  the  vehicle, (9 is the heading o f  the  vehicle, v is the  speed o f  
the  vehicle, OCis the steering angle and / is  the w heelbase o f  th e  vehicle. T h e  relations ho ld  
w hen  the vehicle drives w ithou t slip. L et (Xg, Y 0) and  0O b e  th e  cu rren t position  and heading  
respectively o f  the  vehicle in th e  fixed reference fram e, th e  X -Y  system. A lso le t (Xt, Y,) be  
th e  target p o in t and 0, b e  the  expected heading o f  the  vehicle a t th e  targe t p o in t as show n in 
Figure 12.
In  the  new  co-ordinate system, the  x-y system (see Figure 12), w here the  position  o f  the 
vehicle is th e  origin and  its heading  is zero, let (x,, y,) be th e  curren t targe t p o in t and 0, be  
the  heading  (assume th a t 9X ^  + 7T /2 ) .  T h e  headings are assum ed to  b e  tangential angles o f  a 
curve going through the origin and the  target p o in t a t these  poin ts. T h en , a cubic curve th a t 
goes th ro u g h  the  tw o poin ts, (0,0) and  (xl3 y,), is uniquely defined as follows:
y = ax3 +  bx2 ^
W here
T hen  the steering con tro l angle at the origin in the x-y system  tha t leads the vehicle along the 
cubic curve to  h it the p o in t (x„ y,), w ith the  heading 01 is given as follows:
«  =  ta n -1(2Zi>) (10)
W here /  is th e  w heelbase o f  the vehicle. W heelbase is the distance from  the  fron t axle to  the
back axle o f  the vehicle.
2.5.3.2 Trajectory planning by template matching.
In  [10] a m ethod  o f  trajectory planning via tem plate m atching is described. T here is a b rie f 
description provided  in  section 2.5.1.5.2.
2.6 Conclusions of the Literature Review.
F rom  the  literature review  tw o things becom e apparent. Firstly the nu m b er o f  types o f  
objects w ithin a road  scene th a t can be used to  determ ine the trajectory o f  the lane.
Secondly the varying m ethods tha t have been em ployed to  analyse road scene images to  
determ ine the  w hereabouts o f  these objects th a t will help  determ ine the trajectory o f  the  lane 
ahead.
O f  the objects th a t can be used to  detect a lane in  a roadw ay scene it w ould  seem th a t lane 
m arkings, w hich are usually w hite o r yellow painted  m arkings, are the m ost prevalent 
th ro u g h o u t the w orld  and  therefore, deserve the m o st attention. W hile all roads have edges, 
this is n o t necessarily the best determ inant o f  w here the lane th a t applies to  the vehicle is 
going. T he o th er objects such as RPM s and R eflection p o sts  m ay b e  a good  backup system 
to  increase the robustness o f  a m ore general system  b u t w ould only be  useful w here these 
objects are prevalent.
As m entioned  above there are a large num ber o f  ways o f  analysing im ages o f  roadways.
E dge detection is popular bu t appears to  be com putationally  intensive. T h e  H istogram  
m ethod  described in section 2.5.1.2 claims a m uch less com putationally  intensive m ethod  
than  m ost edge detection m ethods. T he frequency dom ain m ethod  in section 2.5.1.3 seems 
quite a novel approach  to  the problem . N o t m uch is said abou t its perform ance from  a 
processing standpo in t b u t it is claimed to  w ork  well w ith  a very large and varied collection o f  
roadw ay images. This seems to  be the m ost im portan t attribu te for the systems described in
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sections 2.5.1.4 and 2.5.1.6 w here dealing w ith  m ultiple types o f  lane m arkers is considered. 
Clearly this w ould be com putationally intensive b u t is likely to  be the  way any viable system 
fo r use in a real w orld situation w ould need  to  be im plem ented. H ow ever, a system  like this 
m ay w ell have to  w ait fo r pow erful enough  hardw are at a price acceptable to  the m arket 
before it becom es viable.
Finally the  H ough  transform  m ethod  described in  section 2.5.1.8 seem s to  ad o p t a similar 
approach  to  the frequency dom ain m eth o d  though  the transform s are different. This is 
how ever, likely to  be as com putationally intensive and this is suggested although it does 
describe ways to  m inim ise this.
This w o rk  requires the im plem entation  o f  a system  from  road  scene im age capture to  
determ ination  o f  the controls for the vehicle to  correctly traverse the  road  scene. F o r this 
reason  som e o f  the algorithm s from  this literature review are entirely o r pardally used to 
im plem ent this com plete system.
In  o rder to  keep build com plexity o f  the  m odel road system low for this p ro jec t only w hite 
lane m arking systems are considered and this rules o u t the systems m entioned  previously 
th a t used o ther types o f  objects, such as road  edges, reflection posts o r  raised pavem ent 
m arkers.
A t som e p o in t in  every system the trajectory m ust be m apped  to  the  real w orld  plane th a t the 
vehicle is traversing. T h e  cam era does n o t show  this plane exactly b u t instead show s a 
d isto rted  view o f  it due to  the perspective effect. G iven th a t at som e p o in t this m apping 
m ust b e  carried o u t it w ould seem  a high priority  to  be  im plem ented as p art o f  the w ork  o f  
this project. M any algorithm s m ay well determ ine the few target po in ts that define the 
trajectory for the  car to  follow using the perspective d istorted  im age and  th en  m ap these few 
to a real w orld plane thus requiring few er operations. H ow ever, this m ay well result in 
detection  o f  lane m arkings and determ ination  o f  target poin ts becom ing m ore difficult (both 
in  term s o f  com plexity and processing pow er) than  if  the im age was already displayed as a 
birds eye view before the detection o f  lane m arkings com m ences.
F rom  the p o in t o f  view o f  this thesis the inverse perspective m apping is investigated 
significantly as it is a sub-algorithm  th a t can be  very useful to  the im plem entation and 
developm ent o f  future lane detection and following algorithms.
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A  nu m b er o f  m ethods for the actual detection o f  lane m arkings and determ ination  o f  the 
lane are outlined in  the literature review and any o f  these w ould  suffice fo r this w ork. 
H ow ever, in  order to  add a certain am oun t o f  novelty  to  the  system  the algorithm  tha t is 
im plem ented fo r this p art is based on  th a t outlined in the histogram  m eth o d  from  section 
2.5.1.2. T his is a som ew hat novel approach as the ideas p u t forw ard in this algorithm  are 
based o n  the road  scene image tha t has n o t had  the  perspective effect corrected . A lso [7] 
w hich describes this m ethod  doesn’t detail in d ep th  the  im plem entation details o f  ho w  the 
algorithm  w orks and  so in  im plem enting this system  som e novel solutions are devised.
O nce the  lane m arkers that m ake up the lane have been determ ined, a set o f  target points for 
the car to  h it needs to  be determ ined. In  section 2.5.1.1 a relatively sim ple system  for 
carrying o u t this operation is described. H ow ever, this system  is used along w ith  edge 
detection  to  determ ine the lane edges, w hereas in  this pro ject the  lane’s edges have already 
been determ ined  earlier. F or this reason parts o f  th a t algorithm  described in  section 2.5.1.1 
are used b u t m odified to suit the inform ation  available from  the previous sections 
im plem ented in  this work.
O nce target po in ts have been decided, a curve w hich links these points is calculated. In  
section 2.5.3.1 a m athem atical form ula is outlined fo r a curve th a t a vehicle can  follow, 
w hich can join tw o  points. Im plem entation  and  testing is carried o u t o n  this system  and also 
on  one o th er type o f  curve n o t m entioned  in  the  literature review, nam ely th e  b-spline curve. 
H aving  achieved a curve for the vehicle to  follow, the final task is to  determ ine the  control 
signals to  be  given to  the vehicle fo r it to  traverse this curve. Section 2.5.3.1 outlines the 
links betw een the curve and the steering angles and forw ard m otion  needed  to  traverse a 
curve. T his is the  system  im plem ented in  this w ork  for th a t purpose.
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3 Project Implementation and Development.
3.1 Introduction.
This chapter describes the im plem entation and developm ent tha t to o k  place in  this project. 
This includes the ideas for devising a future com plete m odel system and also those  parts o f  
the  m odel system th a t are im plem ented as p art o f  this w ork. I t  also describes in -dep th  the 
d ifferent sub algorithm s that are im plem ented tow ards an  overall system th a t w ould  
encom pass all necessary operations from  image acquisition to  the generation o f  appropriate 
contro l signals fo r a fu ture m odel vehicle.
T he structure o f  the  chapter is as follows:
A  m odel system is p roposed  and described. Som e small parts o f  the m odel system  are 
im plem ented and these are described.
T he im plem entation o f  Inverse Perspective algorithm  is described as is the set-up o f  the 
system  fo r testing it.
T h e  im plem entation o f  the Lane D etection  and L ane M arking R ecognition algorithm s are 
described in  detail. This deals w ith all operations betw een the o u tp u t o f  the Inverse 
Perspective algorithm  to  the determ ination o f  a set o f  target po in ts th a t the  vehicle should 
follow.
T he chapter ends w ith  a description o f  the im plem entation  o f  a P a th  Trajectory and Steering 
A lgorithm , w hich bridges the gap betw een obtain ing  target poin ts fo r the vehicle to  follow 
and  how  the  vehicle actually follows these target points.
3.2 Towards the development of a Model System
W hat is required is a physical m odel th a t could be  used in  the  future fo r testing  and 
com paring various lane following algorithm s as well as o th er vision contro lled  autom ated 
vehicle algorithm s. I t  is required th a t this be small enough to  allow testing inside a 
laboratory setting. In  order to  keep costs low  a standard o f f  the  shelf 1:10 radio controlled 
m odel car is used as the  test vehicle. T his m eans that all o ther item s can be designed to  be a 
1 /1 0  scale o f  their life-sized equivalents. T he vehicle m ust be capable o f  housing  a
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com puter board, stand-alone. This rules o u t the use o f  a PC  D esk to p  o r L aptop , as b o th  
w ould be  to o  large and heavy fo r th e  task. W hile a system  sending data from  the car to  a 
h o s t com puter via radio link fo r analysis could be used, it w ould  cause unnecessary extra 
developm ent w ork  and could be  affected by RF interference.
T h e  m odel m ust also be capable o f  housing a camera m odule. This cam era is used to 
capture the images o f  the ro ad /lan e  and send the image data to  the  com pu ter board  inside 
the m odel. T he m odel vehicle m ust have a m o to r fo r the  driving w heels and servo control 
o f  the steering. T he com puter board  m ust have som e way o f  controlling b o th  o f  these.
3.2.1 The Model Vehicle
T he m odel vehicle used is a N IK K O  radio controlled car approxim ately 1:10 scale model. 
This approxim ation o f  scale is as a result o f  N IK K O  using one size o f  chassis b u t d ifferent 
body covers tha t relate to  real life cars th a t vary in  size. H ow ever, the bodyw ork cover is n o t 
im portan t to  tire p ro jec t and so a 1:10 scale will be  assum ed. T he vehicle has fron t and rear 
suspension, a differential gear system  and a D C  m o to r fo r the  driving w heels th a t uses a 7.2- 
v o lt battery pack to  drive it. T he steering con tro l how ever, uses a system  w hereby the 
steering, under direction from  the rem ote con tro l o perato r will tu rn  fully left o r  righ t and 
w hen n o t given an in p u t will revert to  a central position. T his will be  exchanged fo r a servo 
m o to r system  w hose angle o f  ro ta tion  is determ ined by the  w id th  o f  a contro l pulse supplied 
to  it.
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Figure 13. The NIKKO Model Vehicle.
3.2.2 Processing and Controller Board
Since the  m ain board  o f  the RC car is for the specific p u rp o se  o f  controlling the car via radio 
controlled signals and n o t capable o f  analysing im age data for contro l decisions, it is replaced 
w ith  a D SP board. A lso the drive system  fo r the driving w heels m o to r simply switches a 
relay allowing direct connection  from  the battery  source to  th e  m o to r w hen  the operato r 
m oves tha t contro l o n  the RC controller. T his m eans th a t the  RC car m oves a t full speed all 
the tim e until the o p era to r takes their finger o ff  the  control. T his m eans th a t there is n o  way 
fo r this board  to  vary o r  con tro l the speed o f  the drive m o to r. So the new  board  m ust have 
a way o f  controlling the  speed o f  this drive m otor.
D igital Signal P rocessors are highly efficient at p rocessing  im age data and therefore, the 
perfect choice fo r this type o f  application. C ost and flexibility w ere the  m o st significant 
concerns w hen determ ining  a D S P  board  to  use fo r this project. W ith this in m ind a low  
co st board  tha t has su p p o rt from  an open  source Real T im e O perating  System was chosen.
3.2.2.1 BF533 Stamp Board.
'Phis is a low -cost developm ent p latform  for the A D SP-B F533 Blackfin device. The STAM P 
board  is part o f  the B lackfin /uC linux  open source project.
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Figure 14. The Blackfin BF533 STAMP board.
A n overview  o f  som e o f  the STAM P b o ard ’s features is given below:
•  A D SP-B F533 Blackfin device w ith  JT A G  interface.
•  500M H z core clock.
•  133M Hz system  clock (SCLK).
•  64M  x 16bit external SD RA M  (128MBytes).
•  2M  x 16bit external flash (4MBytes).
•  1 0 /1 0 0  M bps E th ern e t In terface.
•  U A R T  interface w ith D B 9 serial connector.
•  270-pin expansion interface.
•  C PL D  w ith JT A G  interface allowing fo r custom  configuration  o f  the E th ern e t 
interface, external m em ory and program m able flags.
•  C onnectors to  various Blackfin peripherals: PPI, SPI, SPORTO, SPO R T1, IrD A , I2C 
and Tim ers.
3.2.2.2 The Blackfin BF533 Processor
T he following description o f  the Blackfin BF533 Processor is taken from  [20]:
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T he A D SP-B F533 processor is an enhanced m em ber o f  the  Blackfin processor family that 
offers significantly h igher perform ance and low er pow er th an  previous Blackfin processors 
while retaining their ease-of-use and code com patibility benefits. T h e  BF533 p rocessor is 
com pletely p in  com patible, differing only in  its perform ance and on-chip  m em ory, m itigating 
m any risks associated w ith  new  p ro d u c t developm ent. T h e  Blackfin processor core 
architecture com bines a dual M AC signal processing engine, an  o rthogonal RISC-like 
m icroprocessor instruction set, flexible Single In struc tion , M ultiple D a ta  (SIMD) capabilities 
and m ultim edia features into a single instruction  set architecture.
T he BF533 peripherals include:
•  Parallel Peripheral Interface (PPI).
•  Serial Ports (SPORTs).
•  Serial Peripheral In terface (SPI).
•  G eneral-purpose timers.
•  Universal A synchronous Receiver T ransm itter (UART).
•  Real-Tim e Clock (RTC).
•  W atchdog timer.
•  G eneral-purpose I / O  (program m able flags).
T hese peripherals are connected to  the  core via several high bandw idth  buses as show n in 
Figure 15.
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All o f  the peripherals, except fo r general-purpose 1 /O , Real-T im e Clock and T im ers, are 
supported  by a flexible D M A  structure. T here are also tw o separate m em ory D M A  channels 
dedicated to  data transfers betw een the p rocesso r’s m em ory  spaces, w hich include external 
SDRA M  and asynchronous m em ory. M ultiple on-ch ip  buses provide enough bandw id th  to 
keep the processor core running even w hen there is also activity on  all o f  the on-chip  and 
external peripherals.
T he im portan t peripherals from  the p o in t o f  view  o f  this p ro jec t are the P P I, G eneral- 
Purpose timers, G eneral-purpose 1 /O. T h e  Serial P o rt is also im portan t fo r debugging and 
m onitoring the controlling o f  the target board  from  the  L inux based host machine. A s will 
be detailed later in  section 3.2.5.1 the P P I interface was used to  interface to  the Cam era 
M odule. This incorporates I2C to  read and w rite registers on  the Cam era M odule and D M A  
for transferring the p icture data from  the Cam era M odule to  the Stam p board  fo r processing. 
G eneral P urpose 1 /O  (program m able flags) are used to  take inputs from  push  b u tto n  
switches on  the board  and o u tpu t to  status L E D s o n  the board . Som e o f  the  G eneral 
P urpose Tim ers have E xternal pins and can be configured as tim ers o r PW M  (Pulse W idth 
M odulation) outputs. T h e  steering contro l fo r the M odel car uses a servom otor, w hich 
m oves to  a given angular position  based on a specific PW M  signal being sen t to  it. A lso the 
drive m o to r for the  m odel car will have its speed contro lled  by PW M .
A  short description o f  these peripherals and D M A  can be  found in  A ppendix  B.
3.2.3 Software for the Target Board.
Since any system fo r testing w ould need to  be  flexible and  perhaps also ra n  several 
algorithm s at the sam e time, having a R TO S and developm ent environm ent fo r the board  is 
advantageous. O ne  o f  the  m ain advantages o f  the Stam p BF533 board  is tha t there is a p o rt 
o f  the uClinux free op en  source operating  system  available fo r it.
3.2.3.1 uClinux
T he original uClinux was a derivative o f  Linux 2.0 kernel in tended  for m icrocontrollers 
w ithout M em ory M anagem ent Units (MMUs). H ow ever, the L inux /M icrocon tro ller P ro ject
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has grow n b o th  in  b rand  recognition and coverage o f  p rocesso r architectures. T oday’s 
uClinux as an operating  system includes Linux K ernel releases fo r 2.0, 2.4 and 2.6 as well as a 
collection o f  user applications, libraries and too l chains. A  p o rt o f  the uClinux operating  
system is available fo r the Blackfin processor. T h e  uClinux distribution com es w ith  a m enu  
configuration system th a t allows the developer to  select th e  Blackfin BF533 stam p as the 
target [21].
E m bedded  system  softw are can be characterised by  tw o extrem e cases. O ne  case is w here 
the  softw are driving the  system  m ight be  a totally custom ised application specific package, 
w ith  very narrow  focus. Alternatively an  application specific softw are package m ay he o n  top  
o f  an underlying, som ew hat general purpose em bedded O S, w hich provides various 
capabilities fo r the application from  its general to o l set [22].
3.2.4 The Camera Module
A  cam era m odule is required to  capture the im age o f  the road  scene. Since only grey scale 
values are required a B lack and W hite or M ono cam era suits the  application fine. H ow ever, 
it w ould be advantageous to  have a digital ou tpu t, as an analogue o u tpu t w ould require extra 
A /D  converters.
T h e  cam era m odule chosen  for the application was the M 3188A  1 /3 ” B /W  Cam era M odule 
w ith  digital output.
G eneral description and features taken from  [23] follows:
T he M3188 is a 1 / 3 ” B /W  camera m odule w ith  digital ou tput. I t  uses O m niV isions C M O S 
image sensor OV7110.
T he digital v ideo p o rt supplies a continuous 8 b it-w ide im age data stream. All cam era 
function, such as exposure, gam m a, gain, w indow ing, are program m able through I2C 
interface.
Features:
307,200 pixels, V G A /C IF  format.
•  Small size: 40 x 28 mm.
•  Lens: f  =  6m m (O ptional).
•  Read ou t — progressive / interlace.
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•  D ata  form at — 8 b it video data.
•  I2C interface.
•  E lectronic ex p o su re /G ain /C o n tro l.
•  Im age enhancem ent — brightness, contrast, gam m a, sharpness, w indow, etc.
•  In terna l/ex terna l synchronisation scheme.
•  F ram e ex p o su re / line exposure option.
•  Single 5V operation.
•  Low  pow er consum ption  (<  300mW).
T h e  cam era m odule com es w ith  a 32-pin output.
T h e  p in  o u t and sh o rt description o f  each pin are detailed in  A ppendix  A .
3.2.5 Integration of Development System.
3.2.5.1 Connecting Camera Module to Stamp board.
M uch w ork  on  drivers and applications had already been  carried o u t for the Blackfin p o rt o f  
uClinux by developers in the open  source com m unity  and m uch  o f  these were useful to  carry 
o u t this project.
Since the pro ject involves connecting  a cam era m odule to  the  stam p board, one driver and 
test application was particularly relevant, the ppi_driver. T his driver can be used to  capture 
video Fram es from  the  P P I port.
T h e  interface to  the  cam era sensor is show n in A ppendix  A .
This driver also has the following features:
•  H igh speed data in p u t from  the  P P I device via D M A .
•  C onfiguration o f  the P P I device.
•  In terrup ts T ransfer C om plete and E rro r D etection .
•  Fasync notification o f  T ransfer Com plete.
T he P P I In p u t device has a num ber o f  configurable features; this driver uses the following:
•  PO L_S - invert F ram e Sync 1 and Fram e Sync 2.
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•  P O L _ C  - invert Clock.
•  P P I_ D A T A _ L E N  - p o rt w idth.
•  P P I_ P A C K IN G  - Pack 2x8-bit w ords in to  a single 16-bit output.
•  C FG _G P_Input_3Syncs - Selects full (Hsync, Vsync and Fram e) o r single F ram e 
Sync.
•  G P _In p u t_ M o d e - selects in p u t m ode.
T he P P I T ransfer can use a G P IO  p in  to  start the transfer process [25],
This pp i_driver proved very useful in  this project. E ven  th o u g h  it was w ritten  for ano th er 
cam era m odule, it had a similar interface and w orked in  m uch  the same way. T h e  ppi_driver 
tha t was already developed used the M icron M T9M 001 1.3 M ega pixel co lour im age sensor, 
w hereas this p ro ject used the O m ni-vision O V 7110 0.3 M ega pixel m o nochrom e im age 
sensor.
M ost o f  the  pin  connections show n in the interface diagram  fo r the M icron cam era m odule 
had an equivalent connection pin  on  the O m ni-vision cam era m odule though u nder a 
d ifferent nam e. T h e  p in  connections used to  connect the O m ni-vision  cam era m odule are 
detailed in  A ppendix  A.
T w o m ajor om issions from  the interface diagram  for the M icron cam era m odule th a t w ere 
required w hen connecting up the O m ni-vision cam era m odule are as follows.
1. Pull up  resistors are required for I2C data and clock lines, nam ely SD A  and SCL.
T h e  form ula fo r calculating the  value o f  the  pull up  resistors is
W here R  is the required  resistance in  kQ.
d is the  num ber o f  devices o n  the  bus.
2. T h e  pin  P F 3  requires a pull dow n resistor. W hen using R X  m ode w ith 3 external fram e 
syncs and only 2 syncs are needed, configure the P P I fo r three-fram e-sync operation  and 
p rovide an external pull-dow n to  G N D  for the PPI_FS 3  p in  [20].
T h e  P P I driver did n o t need any m odification to  w ork w ith the  O m ni-vision cam era m odule. 
H ow ever, the application code that uses the driver did need  m odification. T he uClinux p o rt
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included a test application for the  P P I driver, w hich assum ed the  P P I p o rt was connected  to  
a M icron M T9M 001 cam era m odule. This test application needed  som e m inor 
m odifications in o rder to  operate the O m ni-vision O V 7 1 10. T hese w ere mainly in  
configuration o f  the P P I port, the D M A  and buffer set up  and  sending appropriate 
com m ands to  the cam era m odule. T h e  com m ands fo r th e  cam era m odule are sen t via I2C 
link to  the  cam era chip. N o te  th a t the cam era m odule chip calls this bus SCCB rather than  
I2C. H ow ever, the I2C bus from  the m ain board  w orks perfectly  w ith this bus system. T he 
correct register and setting m ust be determ ined based on  in form ation  from  [24],
T h e  test application allowed for one o r m ore fram es o f  v ideo  to  be captured. I t  also stored  
the latest image in  a b itm ap file w hose nam e could be specified at the com m and line.
3.2.5.2 Running the Test Application.
In  order to  run  the test application the application had to  either be included in the overall 
build im age o f  the R T O S o r com piled separately and th en  dow nloaded to  the  target after 
b o o t up. T h e  uClinux system has a user friendly configuration interface for including or 
om itting functionality o r applications from  the R TO S image. A lthough in  som e cases it m ay 
require d irect m odification o f  make-files or configuration files, w hich later in the process 
generate make-files.
T h e  stam p board  has tw o com m unication links w ith  the h o s t PC , serial RS232 and E therne t. 
T he RS232 can be used to  dow nload a R TO S im age to  th e  target b u t is very slow. U sing 
E therne t, this can be  achieved in  less than 10 seconds, although this does depend on the size 
o f  the image. T he serial connection  is mainly used fo r m on ito ring  w hat is happen ing  on th e  
target board . All standard o u tp u t is sent from  the target b o ard  to  the h o s t L inux PC  via 
RS232 and  can th en  be displayed in  a shell. A  com m and line fo r the target board  can also be 
controlled from  a shell on  the h o s t Linux PC and this in fo rm ation  is sent via RS232. In  
order fo r this com m unication to  take place there m ust b e  a com m unication  m echanism  set 
up on  the  H o st such as T elne t o r K erm it etc. In  this p ro jec t K erm it was used.
O nce the R TO S has boo ted , either after dow nload from  the H o s t PC o r from  b o o t m em ory 
on  the board , the user is p resented with a com m and prom pt. F rom  here the user can run 
applications included in the com piled image or dow nload files/applications from  the H o s t 
PC. D ow nloading  requires th a t a file transfer p ro toco l be set up on  the target. A  T F T P
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application can be  included in  the configuration and  so in  the final im age the  T F T P  
application will be present. This allows the  dow nload and upload  o f  files and applications.
As m entioned  earlier, the test application fo r the cam era attached  to  the P P I p o rt can specify 
a b itm ap file in w hich to  store an acquired image. Since th e  interface to  the  target is a text 
only interface, this bitm ap canno t be viewed. H ow ever, using T F T P  tire b itm ap can be 
uploaded  to  the H o s t m achine for viewing. This bitm ap file can th en  be used fo r h o st based 
testing o f  im age processing algorithm s.
W hile n o  m ajor algorithm  tests were carried o u t using the  Stam p B oard and cam era, one 
sho rt algorithm  was ru n  in order to  p rove tha t a continuous stream  o f  images could be 
analysed and contro l ou tpu ts given, based on  the curren t im age frame.
T he cam era m odule was placed inside a w hite box. T h en  using a straight black piece o f  
cardboard , the  black cardboard  was w aved back and fourth  in  fron t o f  the camera.
E ach  im age fram e analysed the image, by splitting the im age in to  horizontal sections and 
determ ining the darkest po in t along the horizontal. T h en  all darkest points relating to  all o f  
the horizon ta l sections were averaged. This average was assum ed to  be the average position  
o f  the black cardboard  in  the im age scene. T he position  is th en  used in  the determ ination  o f  
an angle, based on  the left side o f  the  image being  the largest negative angle and the  right 
side being the  largest positive angle. T h e  centre o f  the im age is the angle zero.
T his angle was then  converted  to  an appropriate pulse w id th  to  tu rn  a servo m o to r to  th a t 
angle. T h e  servo was attached to  the  steering m echanism  o f  the  test vehicle. So w hen the 
application was run, m oving the black cardboard  in  fro n t o f  th e  cam era resulted in  a 
p roportional change in  the  steering angle o f  the  fro n t w heels o f  the vehicle. A  sh o rt video 
clip o f  this can be found  o n  the C D , accom panying this Thesis, in the ‘W ideo” directory.
3.2.6 Implementation on the STAMP board.
T h e follow ing is a list o f  the w ork  im plem ented o n  the STA M P board:
Im ages are successfully captured by the cam era m odule and  transferred  in to  the  m em ory o f  
the D S P  board. This entailed the hardw are link up o f  the  cam era m odule to  the STAM P 
board  as well as the softw are required to  com m unicate betw een the two.
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T h e  D S P  board  is successfully configured to  com m unicate w ith  a H o s t L inux w orkstation. 
T his allows for the  D S P  board  to  be  controlled  and files to  be sen t and  received from  the 
Linux w orksta tion  to  the D SP board.
Software is created for the D S P  board  th a t successfully analyses the im age data to  determ ine 
the location o f  a black piece o f  cardboard  against a w hite background. T h is software also 
successfully sends appropriate con tro l signals to  a servo m o to r attached to  the wheels o f  the 
m odel vehicle, w hich resulted in the wheels o f  the  vehicle tu rn ing  to  follow  the m ovem ents 
o f  the piece o f  black cardboard.
As is outlined in  the D iscussion section o f  this Thesis som e issues w ould need  to  be resolved 
before the STAM P board  could be  used as a good  system for im plem enting  vision system 
applications. T o  ease developm ent and  im plem entation o f  algorithm s all algorithm s, from  
this p o in t on  in  the Project, are im plem ented on  IBM  based  PCs.
3.3 Implementing the Inverse Perspective Algorithm.
T h e original im age captured by the cam era was chosen  to  be 400 X  400 pixels.
T h e  im age cap tured  by the cam era is actually 640 X  480 b u t is cropped  to  400 X  400.
T h e  test im age below  (see Figure 16) show s a 640 X  480 im age taken w ith  the cam era 
m odule.
Figure 16. Test image showing perspective effect and wide-angle distortion.
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D esp ite  appearances each o f  the horizontal lines are straight b u t w ide-angle d istortion  has 
caused these to  appear as arcs. T h e  sam e distortion  can be no ted  a t the to p  o f  the image 
w here the w hite electrical conduit is arcing in the  o ther direction. T h e  o th er im portan t thing 
to  no te  here  though, is th a t the centre o f  this d istortion does n o t appear to  b e  in  the centre 
o f  the  im age b u t is instead to the right o f  centre. A n o th er telltale sign o f  this is the darkened 
edges on  the left particularly at the bo ttom . This suggests that the lens is n o t cen tred  over 
the  CM O S im age sensor, as dem onstrated  in  Figure 17.
This m eans th a t taking a 400 X  400 crop o f  the im age in the  exact cen tre  o f  the  im age w ould 
cause com plications in  the inverse perspective m apping as the  algorithm  assum es tha t the 
centre o f  the im age is o n  the optical axis i.e. the centre o f  the lens.
T h e  inverse perspective m apping algorithm  used in this p ro jec t is based on  
[14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] w hich are described in  section 2.5.2.
F rom  this p o in t on, the  image captured by the cam era will be  referred to  as the  captured 
im age and the  rem apped image th a t contains the result o f  the inverse perspective m apping 
will be  know n as the rem apped image. E ach  pixel in the rem apped im age m ust take a pixel 
from  th e  captured  im age o r be left blank. T h e  algorithm  cycles th rough  each pixel o f  the 
rem apped im age and determ ines w here this pixel w ould b e  taken from  in  th e  captured 
image. I f  it finds tha t the  pixel tha t this specifies is from  outside the boundaries o f  the 
captured im age then  this pixel is left blank. B lank will be assum ed to  be  the  co lour black. 
T he set-up fo r this system used a sine table, (a heavy and cum bersom e piece o f  equipm ent) 
w ith the cam era m odule m ounted on  it. T h e  sine table was set up  to give a 0  value o f  20°. 
T h e  m odel roadw ay is m ade from  fibreboard  pain ted  black and the  lane m arkings are white 
duct tape.
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Figure 18. The set-up of the system with camera module mounted on Sine Table and connected to
STAMP board.
U nder these circum stances the 0 angle could be  guaranteed to  w ithin the  tolerance o f  the  
sine table b u t no  o th e r param eters could be guaranteed, such as height, /, d, y  etc.
M ore in form ation  on  the  m eaning o f  the variables used in  this algorithm  can be found in 
section 2.5.2.I.
y i s  the angle betw een  the  optical axis o f  the cam era and the heading o f  the vehicle. I t  is
in tended in this p ro jec t to  have y = 0 . H ow ever, due to  tolerances in m echanical set up  it 
may be  found th a t it is n o t exactly zero and tha t this m u st be  com pensated  fo r in  software. 
This will have to  be calibrated through trial and erro r w ith  a know n target.
0 : this is the angle betw een  the horizontal, parallel to  th e  (x, y) plane and the optical axis o f  
the camera. T h e  larger this angle, the closer to  the  vehicle the  cam era will be  able to  view. 
This w ould be advantageous for close quarter m anoeuvring  and sharp curves. H ow ever, this 
w ould lead to  less o f  th e  road ahead being visible, w hich m ay require the vehicle to  m ove at 
slower speeds as th e  con tro l system will have m uch sho rter space and therefore, shorter tim e 
to  react to  changing circum stances. A  com prom ise will have to  be found here.
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h is the height o f  the cam era o n  the  z-axis, w ith  z= 0  being  th e  level o f  the  (x, y) plane on 
w hich the road is assum ed to  be. Im portan t to no te  tha t th e  units o f  height are in pixels.
2 a  this is the angular aperture o f  the camera. A  definite value fo r this for the camera 
m odule used was difficult to  find, b u t th rough  fine tun ing  o f  a know n target the value a  =
0.30 rads (17.19°) was used.
Resolution o f  the cam era is given as n u n .  n was set a t 400 pixels for this project. T he 
cam era has an actual resolution  o f  640 X  480 b u t was c ro p p ed  to  400 x 400. 
d  is the distance along the y-axis that the camera is placed. T his is im portan t for 
determ ining w here the  vehicle is positioned in  the  lane betw een  the  lane m arkers. As w ith h 
above, d  is m easured in pixels in the algorithm  and should  be  set to  m atch  h in a ratio  o f  the 
real w orld situation.
I is the po in t o n  the x-axis w here the cam era lens is positioned . I f  the cam era is assum ed to  
be positioned at the origin (0,0), then  b o th  /  and d will be zero . A s w ith h and d above, /  is 
m easured in  pixels.
3.4 Implementing the Lane Detection Algorithm
I t  is useful to  have only black and w hite pixels in the im age in  o rder to  differentiate betw een 
objects and the ordinary surface o f  the road. Therefore, a th resho ld  operation is carried ou t 
on  the im age and any pixel values above the th resho ld  value are assum ed to  be  w hite and 
assigned the value 255 (brightest 8-bit value). I f  a pixel is found  to  be below  the threshold  it 
is assum ed to  be black and changed to  the value 0 (darkest 8-bit value). D eterm ining  the 
appropriate th reshold  value can be achieved th rough  trial an d  erro r and picking an 
appropriate value fo r best results given the particular lighting o f  a scene. [7] also describes a 
good  m ethod  for determ ining an appropriate value fo r the  th resho ld  tha t is outlined in 
section 2.5.1.2 o f  this docum ent. A fter th resholding has b een  perform ed, all pixels in the 
im age will be either black o r w hite. T here are now  no  shades o f  grey in  between.
How ever, each pixel is still stand-alone i.e. black o r w hite. T here  is no  relationship betw een 
white pixels th a t could be said to  m ake up  lane m arkers o r o th er objects. W ith this in m ind 
the first thing that m ust be achieved in this lane recognition algorithm  is to  group white 
pixels together into objects. A fter that each o f  the objects found  m ust be categorised into 
possible lane m arker objects and other non-lane m arker objects.
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O nce all the possible lane m arker objects have been  determ ined, the lane m arker objects 
m ust b e  categorised in to  left and right lane m arkers. O n ce  this is achieved, target points 
along the centre o f  the lane can be determ ined and used in  a p o in t following algorithm .
3.5 Lane Marking Recognition.
This m ust be done in  a m ethodical fashion following a set o f  rules to  determ ine w hether any 
w hite pixel should constitu te a new  object o r be  p art o f  a prev ious object. I t  m ay also occur 
tha t a t som e po in t tw o objects m eet and should becom e a single object. Before an algorithm  
is designed for this, it is im portan t to  decide w hat attributes m ight be im portan t to  describe 
any given object. F o r example, w ith a lane m arker ob ject it w ould  be advantageous to  know  
the  direction the m arker is po in ted  as this w ould indicate th e  direction o f  the lane at tha t 
p o in t etc.
Since objects will be built up  pixel by pixel there m ust be a way o f  determ ining the overall 
attributes o f  the object. This can be done either by way o f  dynamically recording all the 
pixels belonging to  a particular object, so th a t later these can be  looked at together to  
determ ine the attributes o f  the  object, or by way o f  updating  all the  object’s attributes as 
each pixel is added.
A fter consideration o f  the  p rob lem  to  be  solved, it was determ ined th a t the im portan t 
attributes to  be considered fo r each object are as follows:
Smallest X  value.
Smallest Y  value.
Largest X  value.
Largest Y  value.
Si%e of the object in Pixels.
In  o rder to  get an  idea o f  the direction o f  the lane m arking, a least squares fit to  a straight
line is used. This m eans the follow ing inform ation will b e  required  fo r each object:
Sum of all X  values of the pixels in the object.
Sum of all Y  values of the pixels in the object.
Sum of the square of all X  values of the pixels in the object.
Sum of all X  x Y  values of each of the pixels in the object.
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T he least-squares line uses the equation for a line given by 
y = a  + bx (12)
W here a and b are given as follows [26]
s»sy)-g»s»»zy-E*)2 (13)
(14)
W here n is the num ber o f  co-ordinates being used to  ob ta in  th e  line. In  the  case o f  this 
pro ject n will be  the n u m b er o f  pixels in  any given object. T his is recorded as the  size 
attribute o f  the object. W ith this in m ind each object has an  a and b attribute associated w ith  
it.
W ith lane m arkings tend ing  to  be in a vertical direction in  the image, know ing an 
approxim ate p o in t a t th e  near end and far end o f  the lane m arker is advantageous. T he 
Smallest X  and L argest X  values are applicable here b u t co rrespond ing  Y values to go w ith 
these are required. N o te  the  Smallest and Largest Y  values are n o t appropriate for this, as 
those inform  us m ore ab o u t w idth  in the horizontal d irection  o f  the image. So Near end Y  
and Far end Y  attributes are also recorded for each lane object.
A  centre co-ordinate fo r each object is also recorded, as this will b e  beneficial to  b est determ ine 
the position  o f  the  lane m arker.
T o  give each object an  identity, each object m ust have a unique number associated w ith it. 
Finally it canno t be  know n in advance how  m any objects will occur th roughou t the im age 
and how  m any lane m arkings will be linked as left and righ t lane m arkers. F o r this reason 
linked lists are used to  link up  objects. T herefore, each o b jec t will have an attribute w hich 
will link it with another object so tha t they can be  daisy-chained together.
So the C struct will look  as follows:
struct object{
int number;
int smallestX;
int smallestY;
int biggestX;
int biggestY;
int nearEndY;
int farEndY;
int CX; /*centre X */
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int CY; /*centre Y */
int size;
float sumY;
float sumX;
float sumX2;
float sumXY;
float a;
float b;
struct object* next;
>;
3.5.1 Calculating a Value for each of the Attributes.
R ather th an  trying to  calculate values fo r th e  entire ob ject’s attributes after each has been  
fully created, it was decided to  do  this as the  scanning o f  th e  pixels fo r ob ject generation was 
in  process.
A s each new  pixel is added  to  an  ob ject the following attribu tes o f  th a t ob ject are updated: 
Sum ofY .
Sum ofX.
Sum o /X 2.
Sum o f X x Y .
Si^e of the object increases by one.
T h e  following variables are checked to  see i f  the new  pixel is a m ore appropriate  value than  
th e  current value 
Smallest X .
Smallest Y.
Biggest X .
Biggest Y.
Should it be determ ined th a t a new  pixel results in  tw o previously  created objects being 
joined th en  one o f  th e  objects will always take precedence and  the  o th er will be destroyed. 
Before the o ther is destroyed the  following attributes will b e  added  to  the sam e attribute in  
th e  surviving object:
Sum ofY.
Sum o/X .
Sum o fX 2.
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Sum o f X  x Y .
Si%e o f object.
A n d  again before the ob ject is destroyed, the  following variables are checked to  see i f  the 
object due fo r dem olition has m ore  appropriate values th an  th e  surviving object.
SmallestX.
Smallest Y.
Biggest X .
Biggest Y.
W hen  the  algorithm  is finished scanning the image, it will be  le ft w ith  a num ber o f  objects, 
w hich it no w  needs to  categorise. T h e  o th er attributes d o n ’t  need  to  be calculated until the 
algorithm  has determ ined th a t they are possible lane m arkers.
3.5.2 Grouping Pixels together as Objects.
U p to n o w  it has been  assum ed th a t there is som e way o f  determ ining  w h eth er a pixel should 
belong  to  a given object o r not. T h e  process o f  ho w  this is achieved is n o w  discussed.
T h e  algorithm  cycles th rough  each o f  th e  pixels in  the im age starting  a t the  b o tto m  left o f  
the  im age and  going along the line o f  pixels horizontally until th e  righ t side o f  the  im age is 
reached. T h en  the algorithm  starts on  th e  left pixel second from  the  b o tto m  and again 
m oves from  left to  right. T his continues until it reaches the  to p  righ t o f  th e  image.
A n  ob ject in  the  con tex t o f  this algorithm  is defined as one o r  m ore w hite pixels that are 
touch ing  each other. T ouch ing  is defined as tw o pixels being  near neighbours o f  each other.
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As the algorithm  looks at each new pixel it m ust first be ascertained w hether it is black or 
white. I f  it is w hite it m ust th en  be determ ined i f  it is touch ing  ano ther w hite pixel, o r  if  not, 
to  start a new  object. G iven  the  sequence in  w hich  the pixels are being  scanned, it is 
determ ined that it is only necessary to  check the near neighbours to  the  left and below , as 
being possible white pixels th a t m ight be touching. T he n ea r neighbours to  the to p  and right 
have n o t been  scanned yet and will be  dealt w ith  w hen th e  scanning gets to  tha t p a rt o f  the 
image.
Since the image is held in an  array, care m ust be  taken n o t to  try to  access elem ents outside 
o f  the array. T herefore, special care m ust be taken w ith pixels on  b o tto m  and left edges, as 
this is w here the algorithm  could test for a near neighbour th a t is outside the bounds o f  the 
image. H ence the very first pixel, b o tto m  left, m ust be dealt w ith  as a special case as it has
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no  near neighbours below  o r to  the  left. A ll o ther pixels o n  th e  b o tto m  row  are treated  as 
ano ther special case as they can only have near neighbours to  the left, b u t n o t below.
F rom  th a t p o in t on  the  first pixel in  each row  is treated  as a special case as it can only have 
near neighbours below  and n o t to the  left.
T here  is also a special case w hen the  end o f  a row  is reached. T his will be explained later.
I f  a new  object is to  be  created, first a tem porary  object is created. As the algorithm  m oves 
along the line, if  it com es across m ore w hite pixels touch ing  each o ther, they are added to 
the  tem porary  object. W hen  a black pixel is finally m et the  tem porary  object is m ade in to  an 
ordinary object and added  to  the list. This should also happen  i f  the end o f  a line is reached. 
Should it be found at any-point tha t a m em ber pixel o f  the tem porary  object is a near 
neighbour o f  an already established object, then  the tem porary  ob ject is assimilated by the 
established object and the tem porary object is zeroed and m ade ready for re-use. T here is 
only ever one tem porary  object a t a time, so it can be  re-used. T h e  tem porary  object will 
only ever have m em ber pixels on  one horizontal line (row o f  pixels).
3.5.2.1 Bottom Corner Pixel
X
Figure 21. Bottom corner Pixel
Is pixel white?
Y e s W h ite- Initialise the  tem porary  object w ith inform ation  from  this pixel. 
N o  B la c k .- Ignore and  m ove on.
3.5.2.2 Remainder of the pixels in the Bottom Row.
-
K SEK ►i**
Figure 22. The remainder of the pixels on the bottom row.
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Is pixel White?
Y e s W hite.- Is near N eighbour to left White?
Y e s W hite.- U pdate  the  tem porary ob ject w ith  info  from  this pixel.
N o  B la c k .- Initialise the tem porary object w ith  in fo  from  this pixel.
N o  B la c k - Is near N eighbour to left White?
Y e s W h ite- C opy info  from  tem porary  object in to  full ob ject and add to  list o f  
objects. Set tem porary  object back  to  default zeroed values.
N o  B la c k .- Ignore and m ove on.
3.5.2.3 Dealing with all other pixels.
Is pixel white?
Y e s W h ite- Is near neighbour below  white?
Y e s W hite.- Square below  is p a rt o f  established object, update this object with 
in fo  from  this pixel.
I f  there is a near neighbour to the  left, is it white?
Y e s W h ite- C heck i f  it is p art o f  a tem porary  ob ject and  if  i t  is, 
assimilate the  tem porary  object in to  the established object. I f  near 
neighbour to  left is also part o f  an  established object, check tha t it is 
n o t the  sam e object this pixel is attached  to , i f  it isn’t  th en  m erge the 
ob ject tha t th e  near neighbour to  the left is p art o f  to  the object the 
cu rren t pixel is part of.
N o  B la c k -  Ignore and m ove on.
N o  B la c k -  I f  there is a near neighbour to the  left, is it white?
Y e s W hite.- C heck if  it is part o f  a tem p object and if  it is, add this
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curren t pixel to  it. I f  it’s an established object also add this 
cu rren t pixel to  it.
N o  B la c k .-T his curren t w hite pixel has no  w hite pixel near 
neighbour below  o r to  the  left, so initialise tem porary  object.
N o  B la c k - I f  there is a near neighbour to the left check  if  i t’s white?
Y e s W hite.- Is it a tem porary object?
Y e s tem p o ra ry o b je c t- C opy info  from  tem porary 
object in to  full object and add to  list o f  objects. Set 
tem porary object back to  defau lt zeroed values.
N o  n o t a tem p o ra ry o b je c t- do  nothing.
N o  B la c k - ignore and m ove on.
Finally after each row  has finished the following m ust be perfo rm ed  in  case there is a 
tem porary  object right up  to  the end o f  the  row  tha t has n o t been  closed o ff  and m ade into 
an ordinary object yet.
Check size o f tem porary object, is it non  zero?
Y e s n o n  z e ro - Copy info  from  tem porary  object into full ob ject and add to  list o f  
objects. Set tem porary  ob ject back to  default zeroed  values.
A fter this algorithm  is run  there should be  a list o f  objects fo r the  im age, w hich include all 
the w hite pixels in  the image.
3.5.3 Criteria for determining lane markers from other objects.
O nce all the objects are inserted in  a linked list, the first operation  to  be  carried out is to  
rem ove any objects th a t are definitely n o t lane m arkers. T hese  w ould include any objects 
tha t have very few pixels (for exam ple less than 8) and those th a t have far too  m any pixels 
(for exam ple m ore than  200). This eliminates m any objects from  the  list, w hich will speed 
up searching at later stages.
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3.5.4 Sorting Lane markers into Right and Left Lanes
3.5.4.1 Finding first lane markers in Left and Right lanes
In  order to  build up the  set o f  lane m arkers, it is first necessary to  find the first lane m arker 
objects on  each side o f  the lane. O nce this is done th en  know ledge gained abou t these first 
lane m arkers can be  used to  m ore accurately determ ine w here the o ther lane m arkers are. O f  
course incorrect identification o f  the first lane m arkers will lead to  problem s and errors in 
identification o f  fu rther lane markers.
W hile n o t investigated as p art o f  this algorithm , in fo rm ation  from  previous image fram es 
could be used to  help correctly determ ine the first lane m arkers. So in  order to find the first 
lane m arkers the algorithm  m ust be given criteria to  determ ine w hich, o f  all the objects still 
available, is one o f  the first tw o lane markers. T h e  follow ing strategy was decided up o n  to  
find the first lane m arkers.
Search th rough all the objects and find the object th a t has th e  sm allest Sm allestX value b u t 
that also has a size larger than  som e pre-determ ined value (for exam ple 30 pixels). T he 
reason for picking a size value is n o t that the lane m arker m ust be larger than  this size, bu t 
often  the  first lane m arker m ay be m ostly cu t o ff  by w h a t is n o t visible by the camera. This 
m eans that the ob ject chosen  m ay have too  few pixels to  get accurate inform ation 
concerning it, such as slope. Since finding all o th er lane m arkers will rely on  the details o f  
these first lane m arkers it is im p o rtan t th a t the details be as accurate and com plete as 
possible and so should be above a certain num ber o f  pixels in  size. T he first lane m arkers 
are also used to  determ ine the  curren t heading and position  o f  the vehicle and so it is m ore 
im portan t to  get accurate inform ation  from  these lane m arkers than  from  any others. O nce 
this object has been identified, it should be  determ ined w h e th e r the  lane m arker is on  the 
right o r  the left o f  the lane. This is achieved simply by checking in  w hich half, right o r  left, 
the lane object lies. O nce this is determ ined, the algorithm  will try to  find the first lane 
m arker on the o th er side. This is found by searching th ro u g h  the list o f  objects for an  ob ject 
th a t has a centre Y  value o f  betw een 80 and 120 pixels away. T hese limits are based on  the 
m easured num ber o f  pixels separating the lane m arkers in  im ages (approx. 90 pixels see 
section 4.2.3.2). O bjects outside o f  this range are assum ed n o t to  be the low est lane m arker 
on  the o ther side o f  the road. A s in the last case the lane m arker is expected to be above a 
certain size (e.g. 30 pixels) fo r the same reasons as given before. Because m ore than one
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object m ay fall in to  these aforem entioned criteria the ob ject th a t is ciosest to  the b o tto m  o f  
the im age is chosen from  all those  th a t fit the criteria.
A t this point, the algorithm  has now  determ ined the right and  left lane m arkers recorded in 
the im age th a t are closest to  the camera.
3.5.4.2 Sorting the remainder of the lane markers into Right and Left 
lanes
Since the  tw o objects above have now  been assigned as the  first lane m arkers in  the left and 
right sides o f  the lane, they are each p u t at the head o f  their ow n ob ject list, know n as the  left 
lane list and right lane list. Since they are now  in lists o f  their ow n they are rem oved from  
the original overall list, w hich m eans they will n o t need to  be  checked in any further 
searches.
T he nex t task for the algorithm  is to  determ ine all o f  the lane m arkers in  the left side o f  the 
lane. This entails cycling through the list continuously until all left lane m arkers are found. 
O n  each cycle through  the list the  m ost appropriate lane m arker candidate will be picked and 
then  rem oved from  the m ain list and a new  search will begin. T h e  algorithm  will know  w hen 
to  stop looking for new  left lane m arkers w hen a cycle th rough  the m ain list reveals no 
appropriate candidates tha t m eet the criteria. A fter the first cycle th rough  the m ain list the 
left lane m arker closest to  the first one should be  chosen as the m o st appropriate candidate. 
O n  the  next cycle, the  next lane m arker o n  the left should  be  chosen  and so on. D u e  to  the 
fact th a t there are expected to  be m any lane m arkers o n  each side, the  criteria m ust be 
chosen in such a way tha t only one o f  these be identified on  each cycle. T herefore, a priority 
system is used w hich assigns poin ts to  each object th a t m eets particular criteria. Som e criteria 
are considered h igher priority than  others and so a t the end  it is expected th a t one  object will 
have acquired m ore poin ts than  all o ther objects and as such is deem ed to  be the  m ost 
appropriate object on  th a t pass through  the  algorithm . T h e  criteria chosen  and points 
aw arded are given as follows:
N ote: lasiObject is the  previous chosen  object to  be added to  the  lane list. This is the m ost 
im portan t lane m arker object tow ards finding the next lane m arker.
searchObject is the object currendy being tested for appropriateness to  be added to  the list o f  
lane m arkers.
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Criterion 1: Is the searchO bject's sm allestX  bigger th an  the  lastO bjects biggestX  value? 
A w arded 8 points. This is w eighted the highest; objects n o t m eeting this couldn’t  possibly 
be the next lane m arker.
Criterion 2: Is the searchO bject's centreY  less th an  40 pixels from  the  centreY  o f  the 
lastO bjects centreY? A w arded 4 points. This is based  on  the m easured value o f  approx. 90 
pixels for the w id th  o f  the lane (see section 4.2.3.2). I f  the  lane m arker is m ore th an  40 pixels 
along the Y-axis away it is highly unlikely to  be the  nex t lane m arker. I t  is n o t im possible 
tha t it is in the sam e lane, as a curve could cause th e  lane m arkers on  one side to  progress 
towards the o th er side o f  the image, b u t it is unlikely tha t the centre value o f  tw o consecutive 
lane m arkers w ould  have centreY  values this far apart.
Criterion 3: Is the  d istance from  the far end o f  th e  lastO b jec t to  the near end o f  the 
searchO bject less th an  50 pixels? A w arded 2 points. I t  w ould  be expected tha t m o st 
contiguous m arkers w ould  be in this range and so one found  in  this range should be given a 
higher priority over the  others.
Criterion 4: Calculate the slope betw een the far end  o f  th e  last object to  the near end o f  the 
search object and determ ine if  this slope is less th an  0.3 rads different from  the slope o f  the 
last object. Po in ts aw arded 1. This 0.3 rads was picked as an  arbitrary value, th ough  if  the 
m axim um  curvature o f  a given road system  is k now n  it could  be calculated w hat the 
m axim um  difference in slope betw een tw o lane m arkings w ould be. In  the straight-line road 
it is expected th a t all lane m arkers including those o n  the o th er side o f  the  lane could  m eet 
this criterion and  therefore, it is given a low  n u m b er o f  points.
T he d ifferent po in ts aw arded m ake it easy to  p ick one  lane m arker o u t o f  all the possibilities 
because the ob ject th a t m eets the m ost criteria in  th e  list will be chosen o n  any given search. 
I f  a search reveals n o  lane m arker that m eets all the  criteria th en  the searching stops.
A fter each new  m arker is identified as being the m o st appropriate lane m arker found  in  that 
search, tha t lane m arker is rem oved from  the m ain list and added to  the end o f  the left lane 
list. In  this way, new  searches do n o t need to  check  these again and the left lane list is now  
in the order starting  w ith  the m arker closest to  the cam era and  progressing to  the m arker 
furthest away from  th e  camera.
N ex t the right hand  side o f  the lane is looked at. A lready the algorithm  has the first lane 
m arker on  the righ t han d  side. T he m ain list now  only contains right hand  lane m arkers and
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non  lane m arkers. All left-hand lane m arkers should have been  rem oved by now. This 
m eans less objects overall to  search, w hich entails less processing  time.
T he search fo r righ t lane m arkers takes the sam e fo rm  as th a t show n for the  left lane 
m arkers above.
3.5.5 Determining a set of target points to follow.
G iven an image tha t is 800 pixels in  height (along X-axis), an arbitrary figure o f  50 pixels was 
chosen for calculation o f  each p o in t vertically on  the image. T herefore, the  target poin ts 
should each have an  X  value that is a m ultiple o f  50 pixels. T h e  y value m ust th en  be 
calculated for each o f  these 50 pixel lines. E ach  o f  these lines should in tersect w ith  the line 
o f  the left lane and the  line o f  the right lane. H ow ever, th e  line may in tersect w ith  left or 
right at a p o in t w here a lane m arking is absent. I f  this is the  case the  algorithm  m ust 
interpolate betw een the lane m arkers above and  below  the  p o in t o f  intersection in  o rder to 
determ ine an accurate p o in t o f  intersection o f  the overall lane way. In  fact a similar schem e 
m ust be determ ined w hen the 50-pixel lines in tersec t w ith  a lane m arker. W hile th e  lane 
m arker is considered a single object, only certain physical attributes are recorded  ab o u t it. 
T he a and b values allow  a m athem atical equation fo r a straight line through the lane m arker 
to  be determ ined. I f  an  equation fo r each 50-pixel line could also be determ ined, then  
through m athem atical m anipulation, the p o in t o f  in tersec tion  could be determ ined.
H ow ever, since there is a chance that it w o n ’t  in tersect a lane m arker, a general system  for 
finding the p o in t o f  in tersection  betw een the 50-pixel line and the lane edge is used.
E ach lane m arker has three know n points i.e. N ear end, far end  and centre. T hese all have 
b o th  X  and Y  values associated w ith them . T aking  the  left lane edge for each 50-pixel line, 
the algorithm  cycles th rough  each lane m arker ob ject and  determ ines the closest know n 
po in t below  and above the 50-pixel line. T h en  it determ ines the p o in t o f  in tersection 
betw een the 50-pixel line and a line joining the  tw o determ ined points. This then  gives a set 
o f  points, w hich should  follow the left edge o f  the  lane. T h e  sam e is then  perfo rm ed  fo r the 
right lane edge and  results in  a set o f  points, w hich should  follow the right lane edge.
O nce this is com plete then  the centre po in t betw een each pair o f  corresponding left and 
right points is determ ined. This results in a set o f  po in ts, w hich should follow the  centre o f
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the lane along its path. Before progressing fu rther how ever, a num ber o f  potential 
exceptional scenarios o f  this system need to  be  dealt with.
Firstly there m ay be  no  lane m arkers for the first 100-150 pixels. In  these cases, poin ts 
should be p lo tted  w here the algorithm  has determ ined  the  vehicle is positioned. F o r 
example if  the cam era m odule is situated in  the  exact centre o f  the vehicle then  the fron t 
position  o f  the  vehicle is a t the centre b o tto m  o f  the  image i.e. (x, y) p o in t (0, 200). So 
w here n o  lane m arkers have yet been found th e  vehicle should m aintain this line e.g. (0,200), 
(50,200), (100,200) etc.
T he nex t exceptional scenario can occur w hen  there  is a lane m arker visible on  one  side o f  
the lane b u t n o t o n  the other. In  this case the  central p o in t should be calculated as being 45 
pixels away from  the lane edge intersection w ith  the 50-pixel line in  the appropriate  direction 
along the  y-axis. T h e  figure o f  45 is chosen as the  lane w id th  was found to  be approxim ately 
90 pixels (see section 4.2.3.2).
T he last exceptional scenario is tow ards the  top  o f  the im age w here there are no  longer any 
lane m arker objects from  w hich to  calculate points. In  this case it was determ ined tha t the 
best course o f  action was to  continue p lo tting  po in ts based o n  the  direction o f  a straight line 
betw een the last tw o properly  calculated points. H ow ever, only one o f  these is actually 
needed o r useful for the generation o f  a curve th a t follows all these target points as will be 
discussed in  section 4.3.7. C ontinuing to  follow  poin ts along this straight line w ould  n o t be 
wise and  the  algorithm  should n o t consider po in ts beyond this. Any poin ts beyond this 
m ust com e from  the acquisition o f  ano ther im age frame.
3.6 Path Trajectory and Steering Algorithm.
3.6.1 Introduction
A fter it has been  ascertained w here it is in tended  the  vehicle should go, the next challenge is 
to  get the vehicle to  actually go there. A ssum ing a tw o dim ensional flat plane fo r the  vehicle 
to  drive on, this will usually take the form  o f  starting  w ith  a num ber o f  target po in ts, w hich 
the vehicle should h it while m oving from  its cu rren t position  to  its final destination. In  
order to  get the vehicle to  h it these poin ts a curve should first be fitted to  h it each o f  these 
points and the final task is to determ ine ho w  the  vehicle can follow this curve. T his entails
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taking in to  account th e  kinem atics o f  autom obile type vehicles. A s the vehicle changes 
position, the steering angle required to  m aintain its position  along the curve m u st be 
generated from  the target points.
3.6.2 Using Cubic curve method
In  [6] such a target p o in t following algorithm  is described. See section 2.5.3.1 for m ore 
inform ation on  this algorithm .
3.6.2.1 Generating the curve
T o  im plem ent this algorithm  on com puter/d ig ita l hardw are it m ust be  rem em bered  th a t a 
com puter canno t deal w ith continuous m athem atical functions. F o r this reason  the 
m athem atical functions described in  [6] and section 2.5.3.1 m ust be im plem ented in  a 
discrete form . A lso the functions are given in term s o f  velocity w hich doesn ’t  affect 
trajectory shape, assum ing no  slip, so the  equations w ere changed to  a form  w hich  specified 
the trajectory in  term s o f  distance and n o t time. T h e  pseudo  code below  describes how  the 
algorithm  is used to  draw  the cubic curve from  (0,0) to  (xl5 yt) operates
L o o p  u n til (xnew is  g re a te r than x } A N D  y new is  g re a te r than y j)
V  total < = V  total + V
X new < =  X previous +  V COS ^ previous
y neW < =  y  previous +  V  sin 9 previo'  w J  us
6 new < = tan 1 (3ax* + 2bxnew)
d ra w  a stra ig h t lin e  betw een (xprevious,y  ouJ  a n d  (x new)y new),
y  previous ^  ^  n
y  previous ^  ne . <=eprevious rn
B a c k  to b e g in n in g  o f  lo o p
N o te  th a t v is no w  a distance ra ther than  a speed. vma, is the  to tal distance th a t has been  
travelled along the  curve up to  th a t po int. A ny value can b e  chosen  fo r v, how ever, the 
larger the  value o f  v chosen, the less like a continuous curve the result will be. T his will lead
m ore like the continuous curve b u t will require m ore processing. Should this algorithm  m m  
o u t to  be a bo ttleneck  in  an overall system  then  changing this value m ight lead to  im p o rtan t 
com prom ises betw een speed and precision. Also no te  in  the pseudo  code above tha t 6?new is
T he algorithm  is im plem ented in  the Java program m ing language given th a t language’s 
pow erful graphics libraries.
3.6.2.2 Determining the steering angle.
In  [6] it is stated tha t the steering contro l angle at the  origin in the x-y system  th a t leads the 
vehicle along the cubic curve to  h it the p o in t (xj, y,), w ith  the heading 0j is given as follows:
H ow ever, in  m o st cases the steering angle m ust change as the vehicle traverses the  curve. So
m ethod  was used and is described below.
Since a continuous curve is n o t being dealt w ith  here b u t a discrete approxim ation  to  the 
curve th en  a num ber o f  discrete steering angles m ust be obtained. T he steering angle can be 
ob tained  as show n in Figure 24, for any given p o in t along a curve.
to  a lack o f  precision in  the result. I f  a very small value o f  v is chosen, th en  this will be m uch
3 2 dy 2In  section 2.5.3.1 it was seen that y  =  a x + b x  so —  =  3ax  +  2bx
d x
So from  this it can be seen tha t 0  =  ta n -1 (3a x2 +  2b x ) .
a  = tan 1(2lb) (15)
in o rder to  determ ine the  required steering angle at each p o in t along the  curve ano ther
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Figure 24. Wheel base I, steering angle a  and Radius R
T h e com puter m ust o f  course calculate the angle by  m eans o th er th an  diagram  m ethod . T he 
w heelbase I  will be  know n fo r any given vehicle b u t the  radius R  m u st b e  calculated. T o  
calculate R  its relationship w ith  the curve m u st first be  understood . T h e  radius is given as 
follows
R =  V/ C u r v a t u r e  (16)
W here C urvature is defined as the  second differential o fy  w ith  respect to  x
d 2y
i.e. cu rva ture  =  — =- (17)
d x2
dy
T h e first differential —  is the  instantaneous slope o f  the tangen t to  the  curve, i.e. w h a t has 
d x
earlier been  referred  to  as 0. So the second differential m u st b e  the instan taneous change in  
9. Since a discrete system  is being  dealt w ith  here  th en  curvature m ust be  th e  change in  0 
over th e  d istance in  w hich this change takes place, i.e. w h a t has been  referred  to  earlier as v. 
T herefore,
(thetanew -th e ta  ious)
cu rva ture  ; ----------------------- ---------  (lo)
v
So the  radius is 
* -  1
(theta -  theta )
previous I  (19)
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R  =
(th e ta new ~  th e ta previuus)
(20)
T his will give a set o f  discrete radii for each discrete change in 0 along  the discrete 
approxim ation o f  the curve. F ro m  Figure 24 above it can be seen th a t the steering angle can 
th en  b e  calculated as
i fn
UJa  = tan (21)
A gain it is im portan t to  no te  th a t these will be  discrete steering angles and n o t continuously 
changing steering angles.
3.6.3 Using a B-spline method.
A  quick rem inder is perhaps desirable at this p o in t as to  w h a t in fo rm ation  will be  available 
before the trajectory is calculated. T h e  lane detection algorithm s will generate a set o f  target 
po in ts, w hich the vehicle will be expected to  hit. T he previous algorithm  only show s how  to  
get betw een any tw o o f  these points. M ore specifically the  algorithm  w orks on  the  
assum ption  tha t the first p o in t is the origin (0,0) and tha t the heading o f  the  vehicle 0 is 0 
rads at the first point. O n e  o f  the  examples in  the results section 4.4.1 fo r the cubic curve 
show s the vehicle starting at the  origin w ith a heading o f  zero  and m oving  to  the  p o in t (12,8) 
w ith  a final heading o f  1.3 rads. N o w  consider three target po in ts, i.e. (0,0) (0 =  0), (12,8) (0 
=1.3) and (20,6) (0=-O.4). In  this case it has already been show n ho w  to  get from  (0,0) to  
(12,8) b u t ho w  to  th en  proceed  o n  to  (20, 6) poses a problem . T o  use the  sam e algorithm  as 
before it  m ust first be  assum ed tha t (12,8) is actually (0,0), this w ould  m ean th a t the  relative 
position  o f  (20,6) w ould be (8, -2). T he second assum ption how ever, w ould change this 
again. I t  states th a t the heading a t the  first p o in t is assum ed to  be 0. This w ould m ean that 
the position  (8, -2) m ust be ro tated  around the origin by —1.3 rads. T his is a far from  
insurm ountable  problem  b u t i f  fo r example, five target poin ts are considered th en  after the 
second p o in t is reached all three o f  the o ther poin ts m ust be transposed  in the sam e way. 
T h en  after the third p o in t the last tw o m ust be  transposed  etc. A dd  to  this the fact tha t new
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target poin ts are likely to  be added on  th e  fly as the  vehicle m oves along a roadw ay and the 
cam era picks up further points along the  road.
Since each fram e o f  video will take time to  process, during this tim e the  vehicle will have 
continued  to  m ove and m ay have perform ed one o r m ore transposes before the new  targets 
are calculated. This will require no ting  the co-ordinate space a t the  m o m en t the fram e was 
captured and trying to  link these new  poin ts into the co-ord inate space o f  the targets already 
in the  system. Thus the problem  becom es m uch m ore com plex and  m ore im portantly, 
heavier in  com putational terms.
3.6.3.1 B-spline.
In  the  previous case having the vehicle h it each p o in t by generating an  approxim ate curve 
betw een each p o in t and then  patch ing  each o f  these curves together was considered. 
M atching the endpoints o f  the curve segm ents in  this way is n o t considered the m ost 
acceptable way. I t  is im portan t also to  m atch the gradients and defining curves by  the points 
th rough  w hich they pass. This does n o t lend itself very well to  patch ing  [28].
B efore looking at the B-spline, consider the m ore general Bezier curve. Bezier curves are 
defined using four contro l points, know n as knots. T w o o f  these are the end poin ts o f  the 
curve, w hile the o ther tw o effectively define the gradient at the  end points. T hese tw o points 
con tro l the shape o f  the  curve. T h e  curve is actually a b lend  o f  the  knots [28].
O n e  disadvantage o f  Bezier curves is th a t they do n o t have m uch  local control. This m eans 
th a t as the num ber o f  po in ts increases the effect o f  any individual p o in t/k n o t along the  way 
is reduced. This is due to  the  natu re  o f  the b lending used fo r Bezier Curves. T hey  com bine 
all the points to  create the curve. T h e  obvious solution is to  com bine only those points 
nearest to  the curren t param eter.
T hese po in ts are labelled internally from  0 to  (num ber o f  points) -1 .  T o  calculate the curve 
a t any param eter t  a gaussian curve is placed over the param eter space. This curve is actually 
an  approxim ation to  a gaussian curve; it does n o t extend to  infinity at each end, just to  + / -  2 
[29]
1 ?B ( u ) = —(2 + u) ~ 2 < u < - l  (22)
6
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5 ( m )  =  — ( 4 - 6 m 2 - 3 m 3 )  
6
- 1  <  M <  0 (23)
B(u)  =  — ( 4 - 6 m 2 +  3 m 3 )  
6
0  <  M <  1 (24)
B(u)  =  — ( 2 - m ) 3 
6
1 <  M <  2 (25)
5 ( m )  -  0 otherwise (26)
I t  is helpful to  p u t this in  a general form  w here u can only vary betw een  0 and 1. In  the first 
case above substitute (u-2) fo r u. This gives,
1 1 1
B(u) =  - ( 2  +  u -  2 )  =  - < y  )  =  - ( m 3 +  Om +  Om +  0 )  
6 6 6
In  the second case above substitu te (u-1) fo r u.
(27)
B{u) =  - ( 4  -  6u2 -  3 m 3 )  =  - ( 4  -  6 (m  - 1)2 -  3 (m  - 1)3) =  - ( - 3 m 3 + 3 u 2 + 3u  + 1)
6
(28)
In  the third case above u is already in the appropriate range, so sim ply p u t in the same end 
form  as the others.
B(u)  =  — ( 4 - 6 m 2 + 3 m3 )  =  — (3 m 3 - 6 m 2 +  1m +  4 )
6
(29)
In  the final case above substitu te (u + 1)  fo r u.
B(u)  =  —  ( 2  — m )3 = >  —  ( 2  — m — l ) 3 =  —  (1  — m )3 =  —  ( — 1m3 +  3 m 2 — 3m  + 1 )1 I
6
(30)
A  general m atrix form  for the cubic B-spline can be constructed  from  these new  equations 
w hich m atch tha t found in [30], I t  is given as:
S ; ( m )  =  [w 3 m 2 u  l ] —
' - 1 3 - 3 f > h '
3 - 6 3 0
- 3 0 3 0 Pm
1 4 1 0 .P i* 2.
f o r  m  S  ( 0 ,1 ) (31)
F o r the x and y co-ordinates specifically these are given as
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= [w3 m2 u l]—
= [m3 u 2 u l]—
' - 1 3 - 3 1] x pn~\
3 - 6 3 0 Xp
- 3 0 3 0 x pri+i
1 4 1 0J
‘ - 1 3 - 3 f I* yp»
3 - 6 3 0 yp<
- 3 0 3 0 ypM
1 4 1 0_ _ypM
(32)
(33)
u is a fractional part o f  1, i.e. it m ust always lie som ew here betw een  0 and  1. G iven that w hat 
will be generated is an approxim ation to  a curve m ade up from  small single line segm ents, if  
u is chosen  to  increase in increm ents o f  0.1 fo r example, th en  this will m ean  th a t there will 
be 10 straight-line segm ents betw een each o f  the points approxim ating  the  curve. I f  u is 
chosen  as 0.01 there will be 100 straight-line segm ents betw een each o f  the  points 
approxim ating the curve. A gain a trade o ff  betw een precision in  approxim ating a 
continuous curve and the processing pow er available is clearly seen to  exist here.
M atrix calculations like those above require mainly m ultiplication and accum ulations.
T h e  m ultiply-accum ulate is a basic build ing b lock  in  D SP. In  fact, the speed o f  D SP-based 
com puters is o ften  specified by  how  long  it takes to  perform  a m ultiply-accum ulate 
operation  [27].
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4 Results
4.1 Introduction
This chapter looks at the results o f  the runn ing  the algorithm s th a t are im plem ented in this 
project
A  set o f  tes t images is used in  the  testing. T hese com pose o f  a num ber o f  roadw ay images as 
follows
A n im age o f  a straight stretch  o f  roadway.
A n  image o f  a section o f  roadw ay w ith an  S-bend ahead.
A n  im age o f  roadway partw ay through the S-bend.
E ach  o f  these images are considered first, w ith regard to  th e  Inverse Perspective M apping 
algorithm . O nce these have been  passed through the  Inverse Perspective the  images will 
have changed. So after each resulting im age has been  discussed w ith  regard to  the Inverse 
Perspective the resulting image is then  used as the inpu t te s t im age to  the next algorithm , 
nam ely the D etection  o f  Lane M arkings algorithm .
So the th ree road images m entioned  above have now  all had  th e  perspective effect rem oved
and are now  inpu t in  the D etection  o f  the Lane M arkings algorithm . T he results for the
th ree sections o f  roadw ay are th en  discussed.
A gain this algorithm  will p roduce a set o f  results o n  the th ree im ages, w hich can be used as 
the in p u t in form ation in to  the nex t algorithm  nam ely the P ath  Trajectory  and Steering 
algorithm . This algorithm  should p roduce as a result a curve tha t defines the trajectory for 
the vehicle to  follow. T h e  three d ifferen t curves fo r the th ree d ifferen t road  sections are 
th en  discussed.
In  o rder to  test the algorithm  for Steering and fu rther look  at the algorithm  fo r Path  
Trajectory, the algorithm  is tested  in a m ore general way by using the  Java program m ing 
language w ith  a graphical ou tput. This enables different types o f  curves to  be  looked at as 
well as arbitrary target points to  be chosen. I t  also perm its the varying o f  vehicle properties 
to  be m odified to  see the effect this has on  steering control. T h e  results o f  runn ing  these 
algorithm s are discussed at the end o f  this chapter.
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4.2 Inverse Perspective Mapping Results
In  this section, results o f  applying the  inverse perspective to  tes t im ages captured by the 
cam era m odule are looked at. Im ages o f  th ree sections o f  m odel road  are looked at. T he 
first is entirely straight; the second has a left tu rn  followed by a righ t tu rn  and the third 
shows just a right turn.
In  the image examples, the captured image will be 400 X  400 pixels b u t the  rem apped image 
will be 400 X  800. This is sim ply to  m ake the results easier to  look  at. In  a final running o f  
the algorithm  400 X  400 o r o th er resolutions (e.g. 200 X  400) could  be  used to  save 
processing  time.
4.2.1 A Straight Piece of Road Way
T h e  image in  Figure 25 show s a straight stretch  o f  road. T h e  perspective effect is very 
noticeable. I t  w ould also appear th a t the  cam era m odule is n o t cen tred  in  the  lane.
Figure 25. Long straight section of road. Perspective effect is clearly visible.
A pplying the  inverse perspective m apping  algorithm  to  this im age the o u tp u t obtained is 
show n in  Figure 26.
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Figure 26. Corrected image after Inverse Perspective A lgorithm  has been applied
T he pu re  black pixels are pixels on  the x-y plane th a t the cam era canno t see. A ll o th er pixels 
are w ithin range o f  the cam era m odule.
A ttem pts w ere m ade to  line up the cam era m odule to  be in  a straight line w ith the lane (i.e. 
Y=0) and it w ould  n o t appear from  the captured im age (see Figure 25) th a t there was a 
significant erro r in  this. H ow ever, it  can be seen w ith  the  rem apped  im age (see Figure 26) 
th a t the road, w hile appearing to  be  straight is a t an  angle to  the x-axis, w hich is show n as the  
w hite line up  the  centre o f  the image (y =  0). I f  the  cam era m odule was m ounted  and 
calibrated m echanically o n  a vehicle to  be  directly in  line w ith  the  heading o f  the  vehicle, 
then  this result w ould in fo rm  the  contro l system  th a t the  vehicle is n o t on  the correct 
heading in  o rder to  traverse this stretch  o f  roadway. This w ould  m ean tha t steering contro l 
w ould b e  required to  b ring  the vehicle back in  line.
4.2.2 Calibration
This section looks at the resulting effects o f  changing the values o f  variables that w ere 
explained in sections 2.5.2.1 and 3.3.
4.2.2.1 Effect of y value
In  section 4.2.1 it was assum ed th a t the cam era was perfectly  calibrated m echanically and  the 
reason  the road d idn’t  proceed  vertically up the im age was th a t the cam era (and therefore, 
vehicle) w ere n o t perfectly lined up  in  parallel w ith  the lane m arkings. H ow ever, starting 
w ith  the situation w here it is know n th a t the roadw ay is straight and th a t the car is on  an 
exact straight heading to  traverse this, th en  it can be  inferred  from  the  im age above, tha t the 
cam era is n o t m ounted  on  the vehicle in  line w ith th e  vehicle heading. In  o th er w ords it 
w ould show  tha t the y  value is n o t zero. In  this case m echanical adjustm ents could be m ade 
to  the  cam era m ounting  to  calibrate it. W ithin reason  this could also be  calibrated in 
software. F o r example looking at the situation w here the y value used fo r the inverse 
perspective m apping is changed from  0 to  -0 .0 6  rads, the following is the result (see Figure 
27).
Figure 27. Effect of changing y value, in this case a value of -0.06 rads is used.
I t  can be seen th a t the roadway is now  straight ahead. In  effect the im age has been  rotated, 
com pensating  for the y  value.
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4.2.2.2 E ffect o f d  value
I t  was n o ted  earlier th a t the  cam era m odule d id n ’t appear to  be  centred  in  the  m iddle o f  the 
lane. T his m ay o r m ay n o t be a problem . T h e  follow ing should  be taken in to  account.
Is the cam era m oun ted  in  the centre o f  the vehicle?
I f  the cam era is m o u n ted  in the centre o f  the  vehicle th en  the  above result inform s the 
algorithm  th a t the vehicle is also o f f  centre in  the lane and  the  con tro l system can take this 
in to  accoun t in  its nex t control sequence.
I f  the cam era is n o t centred  on  the vehicle how ever, th en  fo r the vehicle to  be  centred  in  the 
lane the cam era m u st by virtue o f  this be o f f  centre in  the lane. F rom  the contro l system ’s 
p o in t o f  view, the positioning o f  the  vehicle (not the camera) is w hat is im portant. F o r this 
reason it w ould be useful for the centre o f  the im age to  also b e  the central position  o f  the 
vehicle. This can be dealt w ith  by m odifying the d value in  the  algorithm . This w o n ’t  change 
w hat the  cam era sees b u t will change how  the rem apped  im age is positioned. T h e  follow ing 
three diagram s (see F igure 28) show  a d value o f  +  10, —10 and  — 4. A  m inus value signifies 
th a t the  cam era is to  the left o f  the centre o f  the vehicle.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 28. Effect of varying the d variable, (a) uses a value of +10, (b) uses a value of -10 and (c)
uses a value of -4.
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T herefore, if  it is know n that th e  cam era is a value o f  10 to  th e  right o f  cen tre  o f  the vehicle, 
the image inform s the algorithm  th a t the  vehicle is currently  well to  the left o f  centre o f  the 
lane (as show n in the first rem apped  image). I f  how ever, i t  is know n th a t the  cam era is 
m oun ted  a value o f  10 to  the  left o f  the centre o f  the  vehicle th en  the rem apped  image 
inform s the algorithm  th a t the vehicle is slightly to  the right o f  centre o f  the lane. I f  it is 
nex t considered th a t th e  cam era is m oun ted  a value o f  4 to  th e  left o f  cen tre  o f  the  vehicle 
th en  the rem apped im age inform s the algorithm  th a t the vehicle is in  the  exact centre o f  the 
image. I t  is im portan t therefore, th a t the positioning o f  the cam era on  the  vehicle be know n 
in advance so th a t the re-m apping algorithm  can com pensate fo r it.
4.2.2.3 Effect of I value
T h e nex t variable to  look  at is the I  variable, w hich as m entioned  earlier represents the 
position  on  the  x-axis th a t the cam era is positioned. I f  this variable is left at zero, it is 
assum ed tha t the cam era m odule is positioned at x= 0. T h ree  examples follow, w ith  I  values 
o f  0, -40 and + 40  respectively (see Figure 29).
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 29. Effect of I variable, (a) uses a  value of 0, (b) uses a value of -4 0  and
(c) uses a value of +40.
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As can be seen from  the  results, changing the  value o f  /  sim ply m oves the valid pixels u p  o r 
dow n the x-axis.
4.2.2.4 E ffect o f h value
N ex t the effect o f  changing the  value o f  h (height) will be  investigated. T h e  follow ing th ree 
diagrams (see Figure 30) show  h as a value o f  35, 10 and  70 respectively.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 30. The effect of h variable, (a) uses value of 35, (b) uses value of 10 and
(c) uses a value of 70.
As stated earlier, h is in  units o f  pixels, so changing the  value o f  h from  10 to  35 to  70 has a 
proportional effect o n  the  scene visible to  the cam era m odule and will increase o r  decrease 
all item s in the  scene in  size proportionally.
4.2.2.5 E ffect o f a  value
2 a  is the angular apertu re o f  the camera. A  definite value for a  was difficult to  ob tain  for 
the camera m odule used in the experim ents. H ow ever, th rough  trial and error the  value used 
was 0.3 rads. T h e  follow ing diagrams dem onstrate  the  effect o f  changing the value o f  a  
used in the algorithm  to  0.28 rads and 0.32 rads (see F igure 31).
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(a) (b)
Figure 31. Effect of the a  variable, (a) uses a value of 0.28 rads and (b) uses a value of 0,32 rads.
I t  can be  seen in  the first case tha t the algorithm  has failed to  com pensate fully fo r the 
perspective effect, as th e  lane m arkings are still converging. In  the  second, the algorithm  has 
over com pensated fo r th e  perspective effect; the lane m arkings are now  in fact diverging.
4.2.2.6 E ffect o f 0  value
T he 0 value is 20° o r 0.349 rads. T he next tw o diagram s show  the effect o f  changing this 
value to  0.3 rads and  0.39 rads (see Figure 32).
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(a ) (b )
Figure 32. Effect of 0 variable, (a) uses a value of 0.3 rads and (b) uses a value of 0.39 rads.
In  the first diagram  the lane m arkings appear to  diverge and  also it w ould  appear th a t m uch 
less o f  the  road is visible in the rem apped  image. This is because th e  algorithm  has been 
given the inform ation tha t the cam era m odule is at a shallower angle and can therefore, see 
m uch  further in to  the distance, so in  the  section o f  the  x-y plane th a t is being looked  at 
m uch  less o f  the original im age is seen.
T h e  opposite  is the  case w hen  th e  algorithm  is given the in fo rm ation  th a t the cam era is a t a 
steeper angle. This assum es the im age takes up m uch  less space o n  the x-y plane, as if  the 
cam era is looking dow n at a low er angle. T herefore, it  will n o t see as far in to  the distance. 
T his leaves an  incorrect result w ith  lane m arkings th a t converge.
In  any m echanical set-up o f  a cam era m odule o n  a vehicle it m ay be required th a t the 9  value 
be  m odified in  softw are by small am ounts. This com pensates fo r tolerances in  the 
m echanical set-up o f  the camera.
4.2.3 Using the Results to Measure Distances.
In  this section, how  the  position ing  o f  an individual pixel can relate to  a position  on  the real- 
life x-y plane is considered.
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4.2.3.1 Vertical Distances
Firstly som e sort o f  reference m ust be used to  equate a pixel to  a real w orld m easurem ent 
unit. In  this case the height o f  the  cam era m odule (with respect to  the x-y road  plane) at the 
centre o f  the lens was know n to  be  approxim ately 130mm. T h e  value o f  h used in  the 
algorithm  is 35 pixels. This equates to  each pixel representing  3.7mm . G iven th a t each o f  
the lane m arkings was designed to  be  approxim ately 100m m  long  the expectation is that 
following the algorithm  they w ould  be  1 0 0 /3 .7 = 2 7  pixels in  length. H ow ever, a look at the 
result shows tha t the lane m arkings appear to  be  35 pixels long  as can be seen from  Figure 
33.
Figure 33. Close up of lane markings in the vertical direction, grid is at 1 pixel resolution.
I t  is difficult to  determ ine exactly w here the edge o f  the lane m arking is, to  determ ine the 
length  o f  the  lane m arking. H ow ever, all lane m arkings appear to  be approxim ately o f  
un ifo rm  length. T h e  distance betw een each o f  the lane m arkings is also 100m m , so this 
should give an even be tte r idea o f  ho w  the  transition  from  w hite to  g rey /b lack  is n o t well 
defined. This doesn’t  m atch w ith  w hat is expected given the  height value in  the algorithm  
though  this doesn’t  pose a m ajor p rob lem  since they are uniform , the length  at any po in t can 
be  calculated by m ultiplying by a pre-determ ined  scaling factor. In  this case the value would
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be 35 pixels =  100m m . This m eans th a t each pixel equates to  2.86mm. L ater how ever, it 
will be seen th a t this scaling factor is only appropriate  fo r pixels in  the  vertical direction.
4.2.3.2 H orizontal D istances
N ex t the h o ri2ontal distances are examined; in particular the  distance betw een the lane 
m arkings is looked  at i.e. the lane width. G iven the  h value o f  35 correspond ing  to  3.7 m m  
per pixel and  the p rio r knowledge that the lane w id th  is 360m m , the expectation is th a t the 
lane w id th  should be approxim ately 97 pixels. H ow ever, as Figure 34 shows this is n o t w hat 
results. U nlike the  vertical distances, w here the  m easured value was larger th an  the 
calculated value, in  this case the m easured value is less th an  the  calculated value. T he 
m easured lane w id th  com es in at approxim ately 90 pixels wide.
Figure 34. Close up of lane m arkings in  the horizontal direction, grid  is at 1 pixel resolution.
Again given the  un ifo rm  w idth  along the  lane this is n o t a m ajor issue and can b e  corrected  
w hen any m easurem ent is taken by m ultiplying by a co n stan t value. In  this case this m eans 
th a t 90 pixels =  360m m . This m eans th a t each pixel equates to  4m m  in th e  horizon tal 
direction.
4.2.4 Roadway section with S Bend Ahead
N o w  a section o f  roadw ay w ith  an  S bend is considered. Figure 35 show s the captured 
image o f  the curved road.
Figure 35. Captured image of roadway section with S-bend
As can bee seen from  the  im age the road proceeds straight and  th en  takes a left turn , 
followed by a righ t tu rn  and continues straight again. T h e  rem apped im age is show n in 
Figure 36.
Figure 36. S-bend section of roadway after Inverse Perspective Algorithm applied.
W hile this gives quite a good  representation  o f  the  road, the further tow ards the to p  o f  the 
image and the  fu rther tow ards the side o f  the im age the less clear the road m arkings becom e. 
T his is due to the fact th a t in the original image there  are m uch  fewer pixels to  detail these
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parts and therefore, it  canno t be  expected tha t these will b e  as clear. In  th e  lane detection 
algorithm  section later (see 4.3.1.2 and 4.3.4) it will b e  seen how  successful a com puter 
algorithm  is at collecting appropriate inform ation  from  these parts o f  the diagram.
O ne o th er observation is th a t the w idth o f  the lane should  be  m ore o r less uniform  along the 
length o f  the  lane. H ow ever, com paring the low er p a rt o f  the lane straight in  fron t o f  the 
vehicle to  the far o ff  p a rt o f  the lane, after the  s-curve it can b e  seen th a t there is clearly a 
difference in  lane w idth. By m easurem ent the lane w id th  in  the low er p art o f  the  im age 
seems to  be  slighdy over 80 pixels w hereas in  the top  o f  the  image it seems to  be  only h a lf 
th a t a t approxim ately 40 pixels. This num ber is only an estim ate as the p o o r resolution in 
the u pper parts o f  the image makes it very difficult to  ascertain the value accurately. This 
com bined w ith  the lack o f  definition in those lane m arkings may m ake them  unusable for 
detection and pa th  determ ination.
4.2.5 Roadway section half way through S Bend.
In  the nex t exam ple the cam era m odule has again been  m oved  o n  further along the lane and 
is this tim e placed part way th rough the curve w ith every effo rt m ade, by hand, to  p u t it in 
parallel w ith  the  curve. Figure 37 shows the captured im age and the  rem apped image.
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(a) (b)
Figure 37. Roadway section halfway through S-bend, (a) shows captured image and (b) shows 
image after Inverse Perspective Algorithm has been applied.
I t  is n o ted  here th a t p a r t o f  one  set o f  lane m arkings is missing. In  this case it is the right 
side lane markings. T his is due to  those  lane m arkings n o t being  in  the field o f  view o f  the  
camera.
4.3 Detecting Lane markings
T h e nex t set o f  results exam ined are those  o f  the  Lane detec tion  algorithm . E ach  o f  the 
road  sections show n in  the results o f  the  inverse perspective m apping  (see section 4.2) is 
analysed by this algorithm  to  see ho w  successful it is at determ ining  the lane ahead.
4.3.1 Finding all Objects in the Scene
T h e first task o f  this algorithm  is to  determ ine all the objects in the scene before they can 
th en  be  categorised in to  lane m arkers and non-lane m arkers.
4.3.1.1 Straight Section of Roadway
The images before and after thresholding for the straight section o f roadway are shown in
Figure 38.
(a) (b)
Figure 38. Threshold operation on straight road image, (a) shows image before thresholding and
(b) shows image after thresholding.
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The list of objects found in this image are as follows.
O bject
N um ber
S ize in P ixels C entre O b jec t
N um ber
S ize in P ixels C entre
0 52 (133,158) 25 4 (597.323)
1 109 (194,156) 26 1 (600,324)
2 11 (204,249) 27 5 (607,311)
3 141 (255,250) 28 6 (612,312)
4 127 (263,156) 29 13 (618,160)
5 165 (321,251) 30 3 (617,313)
6 3 (305,274) 31 85 (642,159)
7 10064 (503,294) 32 34 (649,278)
8 117 (329,157) 33 8 (647,249)
9 161 (386,251) 34 7 (647.283)
10 118 (397,157) 35 7 (648,288)
11 148 (446,251) 36 72 (667,282)
12 152 (463,157) 37 7 (655,284)
13 4055 (554,18) 38 6 (654,289)
14 1 (461,42) 39 9 (657,250)
15 2 (463,41) 40 7 (664,105)
16 2 (466,40) 41 38 (671,249)
17 127 (505,250) 42 7 (671,104)
18 138 (520.158) 43 1 (675,103)
19 31 (534,329) 44 41 (686,291)
20 120 (562,250) 45 6 (680,282)
21 119 (577,158) 46 22 (691,160)
22 2582 (638.111) 47 15 (690,283)
23 4 (592,322) 48 8 (687,285)
24 86 (613,249) 49 6 (694,286)
Table 1. All the objects found in the straight section of roadway.
T here are 50 objects in  total found in  this image. T hey  range in  sizes from  1 pixel to  the 
largest a t 10064 pixels. By inspection o f  Figure 38, 10 o f  these should b e  L eft lane m arkers 
and 9 o f  them  should be  right lane markers. H ow ever, a num ber o f  issues could cause 
problem s w ith  this. A  look  at the low est right lane m arker shows tha t it is very small in  size 
due to  the  fact th a t only a small am oun t o f  the m arker is visible. In  the list it is O bjec t 
N u m b er 2 and is only 11 pixels in  size. Realistically there is n o t enough in form ation  in  this 
lane m arker to  reliably in form  the algorithm  ab o u t the  lane ahead. In  particular, a least 
squares fit to  a straight line o f  so few pixels m ay result in  an incorrect assum ption ab o u t the 
slope o f  the  line o f  the  lane m arker. A lso a closer look at som e o f  the o ther lane m arkers 
reveals tha t som e o f  them  may be split in to  m ore th an  one object (see Figure 39).
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Figure 39. Close up of lane makers in straight road image.
In  the L eft-hand  m arker in this image, this m arker will actually be m ade up o f  tw o objects. 
T he lane m arker is split into O bjec t N u m b ers  29 and 31 from  the list. T h e  lane m arker in the 
top left o f  F igure 39 above may appear to  be  tw o objects b u t is in fact three, as a further 
zoom  in will show  (see Figure 40) th a t this is n o t the case.
Figure 40. Relationship between objects 33,39 and 41 in straight road image.
T here is no  near neighbour relationship betw een  the pixels, as outlined in  w hite, these are far 
neighbours. So these objects are in  the  list as O b jec t num bers 33, 39 and 41.
4.3.1.2 R oadw ay w ith S-bend A head.
T he exam ple w ith  the roadway section w ith  S-bend ahead is now  examined.
T he im ages befo re  and after th reshold ing  are show n in Figure 41.
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(a) (b)
Figure 41. Threshold operation on Roadway with S-bend ahead, (a) shows image before threshold 
operation and (b) shows image after threshold operation.
T he list o f  objects found  in  this im age is as follows:
O bject
N um ber
S ize in 
P ixels
C entre S lope O bject
N um ber
S ize in 
P ixels
C entre S lope
0 73 (146,170) -0 .015388 23 13 (419,125) -0 .091580
2 91 (205,171) 0.028406 24 125 (440,229) -0 .338209
3 78 (252,256) 0.014248 28 9 (464,202) 0.000000
4 90 (259,172) 0.019669 29 9 (475,204) 0.000000
5 1 (277,267) 30 63 (475,209) 0.000000
6 7927 (458,279) 0 .003497 31 9 (484,201) 0.000000
7 1 (283,107) 32 9 (484,203) 0.000000
8 79 (302,256) -0 .017787 33 27 (492,186) -0 .059454
9 103 (310,175) 0 .002228 34 31 (511,159) -0 .071208
11 2 (301,109) 0 .000000 35 25 (532,142) -0 .106918
12 4730 (281,131) -0 .064519 36 22 (555,138) -0 .121145
14 101 (349,254) -0 .051849 38 4 (569,295) 0.000000
15 94 (357,173) -0 .111034 39 5 (578.141) 0.000000
16 2 (358,287) 0.000000 40 7 (586,140) 0.000000
18 123 (395,247) -0 .233326 45 8 (614,266) 0.000000
19 86 (392,162) -0 .437757 47 7 (675,149) 0.000000
21 17 (409,146) -0 .170735 50 1 (673,241)
22 31 (414,140) -0 .147122 53 11996 (673,197) -1.304891
Table 2. All of the objects found in the roadway section with s-bend ahead.
From  the num bering it appears tha t there are 54 objects in  this image b u t closer inspection 
reveals there are actually only 36 objects. M any o f  the ob ject num bers betw een 0 and 53 do 
n o t appear. T he reason for this is th a t in som e cases one object has been  assimilated by
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another object. As was described previously (see section 3.5.2) this leads to the original 
object being destroyed but the pixels o f that object are now all linked into a larger object. 
One major concern evident from these results is in the curve. A close up is shown in Figure 
42.
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Figure 42. Close up of lane marker objects in curve.
While these do appear to follow the curve as a group, looking at each individually, there is no
indication that the slope o f the best-fit line through each object is approximate to the slope 
of the curve at that point. For example object number 34 has a slope of -0.071208 rads and 
object number 28 has a slope o f 0 rads. 0 rads is vertical on the image or straight-ahead 
from the vehicle’s point of view. The angle at this point in the curve would be expected to 
be somewhere between —0.5236 and —0.785 rads. This suggests that objects this far from the 
camera source cannot be relied upon to give an accurate indication of the lane markings.
4.3.1.3 Roadway Section Half way through S Bend.
A third example is now looked at. The images before and after thresholding from the 
algorithm are shown in Figure 43.
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(a) (b)
Figure 43. Threshold operation on Roadway image halfway through S-bend. (a) shows image 
before threshold operation and () shows image after threshold operation.
The list of objects detected in this image are as follows
Object
Number
Size in 
Pixels
Centre Slope Object
Number
Size in 
Pixels
Centre Slope
0 1 (115,159) 16 2 (460,33) 0.000000
1 3 (118,158) 0.000000 17 2 (463,32) 0.000000
2 26 (127,155) -0.193261 18 3 (466,31) 0.000000
3 40 (172,150) -0.041946 19 1886 (522,55) -0.061549
4 83 (174,234) -0.028891 20 1 (468.30)
5 4 (209.153) 0.266252 21 2 (498.35) 0.000000
6 70 (223,239) 0.193318 22 2 (501,34) 0.000000
7 32 (221,155) 0.183409 23 2 (504,33) 0.000000
8 68 (255,251) 0.403270 24 2 (519,79) 0.000000
9 12 (258,164) 0.113792 25 4 (521,75) 0.000000
10 39 (270,169) 0.331142 26 4 (522,78) 0.000000
11 44 (276,267) 0.396676 29 4 (525.74) 0.000000
12 2 (285,272) 0.000000 31 3 (527,77) 0.000000
13 9 (308,185) -0.165149 32 2776 (580,75) -0.151943
14 4 (321,193) 0.000000 35 789 (576,106) 0.022789
15 830 (476,39) -0.098154 36 42 (589,121) -0.142147
Table 3. All the objects found in road-way image halfway through s-bend.
Again a few object numbers are missing as they have been assimilated into other objects. 
One thing to note here is the size of the lane markers in pixels appears to be a little smaller 
than in previous cases. In some o f the cases there is no value for the slope, this occurs
where the object has only one pixel. A slope cannot be calculated from a single point and 
therefore, the slope for such an object is undefined.
4.3.2 Criteria for Determining Lane Markers from Other Objects.
Once all the objects are inserted in a linked list, the first operation to be carried out is to 
remove any objects that are definitely not lane markers. These would include any objects 
that have very few pixels (e.g. less than 8) and those that have far too many pixels (e.g. more 
than 200). This eliminates many objects from the list, which will speed up searching at later 
stages.
4.3.3 Sorting Lane Markers into Right and Left Lanes
4.3.3.1 Finding First Lane Markers in Left and Right Lanes
How the algorithm goes about finding the first lane markers on the Left and Right side of 
the lane is discussed in section 3.5.4.1.
Running the algorithm to this point on the straight road image reveals the following lane 
markers as being the first Left and Right lane markers.
The attributes o f the first Left and first Right lane markers are:
The First Left Lane Marker is number 0
Object number 0 Size is: 52 Centre (X, Y):(l44,160) slope:-0.078009
The First Right Lane marker is number 3
Object number 3 Size is: 141 Centre (X, Y): (265,252) slope: 0.017131
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Figure 44. Finding the first lane markers on left and right sides of the lane.
Notice that just below object number 3 is object number 2. As it happens, this is actually a 
small section o f the first Right lane marker that is visible to the camera but this object is only 
10 pixels in size and such a small object couldn’t reliably inform the algorithm about the lane 
position or direction. A look at the slope of object number 2 shows it is 0.161837 rads, 
which is considerably different to lane marker object number 3, proving this point.
4.3.3.2 Sorting the remainder of the Lane Markers into Right and Left 
Lanes
The results of sorting the remainder o f the lane markers into right and left lanes following 
the criteria put forward in section 3.5.4.2 are now considered.
The results on the straight lane section are given below. The full list o f objects in the image 
can be seen in Table 1.
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The list of Left lane markers is as follows
Object Number Size in Pixels Centre Slope
0 52 (133,158) -0.088533
1 109 (194,156) -0.020644
4 127 (263,156) -0.014257
8 117 (329,157) -0.016483
10 118 (397,157) -0.030369
12 152 (463,157) -0.030563
18 138 (520,158) -0.039070
21 119 (577,158) -0.046723
29 13 (618,160) 0.000000
31 85 (642,159) -0.044251
46 22 (691,160) -0.054826
Table 4. List of Left lane markers in straight section of roadway.
(a) <b)
Figure 45. Finding all the Left lane markers in the straight road image, (a) shows all the lane 
markers identified in the Left lane and (b) shows a close up of objects 29 and 31.
O f particular note here is the relationship between 29 and 31 (see Figure 45). It is likely that 
these were part of the one lane marker but became separated during the processing.
The search for Right lane markers takes the same form as that shown for the Left lane 
markers above.
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The results are as follows.
Object Number Size in Pixels Centre Slope
3 141 (255,250) 0.016587
5 165 (321,251) 0.020921
9 161 (386,251) 0.025997
11 148 (446,251) 0.032536
17 127 (505,250) 0.044690
20 120 (562,250) 0.052208
24 86 (613,249) 0.036544
33 8 (647,249) 0.000000
39 9 (657,250) 0.000000
41 38 (671,249) 0.068315
Table 5. List of Right lane markers in straight section of roadway.
(a) (b)
Figure 46. Finding all the Right lane makers in the straight road image (a) shows all the lane 
markers identified in the Right lane and (b) shows a close up of objects 33,39 and 41.
Part (b) of Figure 46 shows a closer look at the situation for lane markers 33, 39 and 41.
It may appear that object number 39 should be part of object number 41 but where the two 
meet is not a near neighbour relationship and so they are not considered to be the one 
object. In reality objects 33, 39 and 41 all come from the one lane marker on the original 
roadway.
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4.3.4 Finding the Lane Markers on Roadway section with S-bend 
ahead.
Now the whole algorithm is run on a piece of curved roadway. The roadway image and 
results follow.
Figure 47. Roadway with S-bend ahead, after Threshold Operation.
The complete list of objects found in this section o f roadway can be seen in Table 2.
The list o f Left lane objects is as follows:
Object Number Size in Pixels Centre Slope
0 73 (146,170) -0.015388
2 91 (205,171) 0.028406
4 90 (259,172) 0.019669
9 103 (310,175) 0.002228
15 94 (357,173) -0.111034
19 86 (392,162) -0.437757
Table 6. List of Left lane markers in section of roadway with s-bend ahead.
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The list of Right lane objects is as follows:
Object Number Size in Pixels Centre Slope
3 78 (252,256) 0.014248
8 79 (302,256) -0.017787
14 101 (349,254) -0.051849
18 123 (395,247) -0.233326
24 125 (440,229) -0.338209
29 9 (475,204) 0.000000
32 9 (484,203) 0.000000
Table 7. List of Right lane markers in section of roadway with s-bend ahead.
Figure 48. All the detected Left and Right lane markers found in the image of roadway with
S-bend ahead.
The Left lane seems to stop short of where the human observer would expect. However, 
the next object above object 19, which is object 21 (not marked on image), just narrowly fails 
the criterion 4 (see section 3.5.4.2). Its value for this is 0.317347 rads and the limit is 0.3 
rads. However, the 0.3 was an arbitrary value and could be modified if deemed beneficial.
As mentioned in section 3.5.4.2, Criterion 4 could be determined more definitely if the 
maximum curvature of a given road is known. For the general case here it is just left at the 
arbitrary value 0.3 rads.
The Right lane seems to also stop short of where a human observer would expect. This is 
due to the fact mentioned earlier that the pixels at this point do not seem to group together 
properly to form the correct lines made up by the lane markers and so will not meet the
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criteria. Objects 29 and 32 meet the criteria though as can be seen from the results their 
slope is a lot different from what would be expected given the trend. This error is due to the 
fact that they have very few pixels (only 9 each) and should clearly be part o f some larger 
object, which would give a slope with higher precision. Again through exhaustive testing it 
may be found necessary to deal with this problem by eliminating objects below a larger 
threshold than is currently being used. Currently this threshold is set to 8 pixels but this may 
need to be increased.
4.3.5 Finding the Lane Markers on Roadway section halfway 
through S-bend ahead.
The next curve examined is a right hand curve as the image was taken part way into the 
curve shown in the previous image. The camera module would have been placed some 
where between marker objects 15 and 18 o f the previous image.
Results:
The complete list o f objects found in the image can be seen in Table 3.
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Figure 49. All the detected Left and Right markers in image of roadway halfway through S-bend.
The list of Left lane objects is as follows:
Object Number Size in Pixels Centre Slope
3 40 (172,150) -0.041946
7 32 (221,155) 0.183409
9 12 (258,164) 0.113792
10 39 (270,169) 0.331142
13 9 (308,185) -0.165149
Table 8. List of Left lane markers in section of roadway half way through s-bend.
The list o f Right lane objects is as follows:
Object Number Size in Pixels Centre Slope
4 83 (174,234) -0.028891
6 70 (223,239) 0.193318
8 68 (255,251) 0.403270
11 44 (276,267) 0.396676
Table 9. List of Right lane markers in section of roadway halfway through s-bend.
There are a number of points to note here.
Objects 9 and 10 are connected as far neighbours and appear to be one object but are 
actually two objects. They are circled as one in Figure 49.
Some o f the markers in the Left lane have a very small number o f pixels. Object 9 has 12 
pixels and object 13 has 9 pixels. Having fewer pixels like this leads to unusual results in the 
slope o f the object, which may be out o f line with the trend o f the other markers, which it is 
in this case. However, recognition of the objects making up the lane is all that is important 
here. The algorithm will work as long as the slope is not out o f line with the others by 
enough to prevent the algorithm from correctly identifying the subsequent lane markers in 
the image.
It is also noted that the first Left lane marker is clearly not the first marker that a human 
observer would have picked out. A closer look will show that it doesn’t meet the criteria set 
out for the first-in-lane markers of being over 30 pixels in size. It is in fact only 26 pixels. 
The 30-pixel value was picked as an arbitrary value and could be changed. However, 
changing this value could lead to objects with very few pixels being used as the first lane 
marker and thus making it difficult to determine the position and orientation of the vehicle 
in the lane.
It is also noted that when lane markers are at a more extreme angle with respect to the 
heading o f the vehicle, as seen in this last example, that there is a greater tendency for lane 
markers to be split into different objects which may appear to the human observer to be one 
object. This relates to objects that touch via far neighbour pixels. 'The algorithm doesn’t 
consider these to be touching, only near neighbour pixels can be acceptable criteria for 
connecting objects. This decision was made on the basis o f processing power concerns as 
adding checks for a further two pixels during object creation would double the processing 
required to carry out the algorithm. However, as can be noted from the results these only 
happen in a few places and as such a mechanism to cycle through all the objects and see if 
any are far neighbours o f each other and then amalgamate them into one larger object could 
be considered. A large amount o f testing would be required to determine if this is necessary 
and worth while.
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4.3.6 Determining a Set of Target Points to follow.
Following the scheme set out in section 3.5.5 the algorithm determines target points for the 
vehicle to follow. These points can be seen in Figure 50 at points where the curve does not 
actually hit the target.
4.3.7 Curve Following the Target Points.
A B-spline curve was used to follow the points generated. This is described in section 3.6.3 
and results of tests are given in section 4.4.3.
As described in section 4.4.3 points before and after the first and last targets are often 
beneficial to having a complete curve that traverses all the target points. This is why the 
algorithm takes one point after there are no more lane markers to determine target points. 
This extra point, which is calculated to be in line with the last valid point is vital for allowing 
the curve to reach as far as the last valid point. Also in order for the curve to start on or 
before the first valid point, points must be placed before the first valid point. In the 
discussion of the algorithm above, a point was placed where the camera and vehicle front is 
assumed to be, i.e. (0, 200). In order for the curve to pass through this point, another point 
is assumed to be behind the vehicle but in line with the heading. In this case it was assumed 
to be (-50, 200). This allows a complete curve to be generated. The reasons for these are 
explained in greater detail in section 4.4.3.
Results for the three sections o f road shown throughout this section are shown in Figure 50.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 50. The trajectory curve calculated for the three roadway sections, (a) is the straight section 
of roadway, (b) is the section with S-bend ahead and (c) is the section halfway through the S-
bend.
It is noted particularly in part (b) o f Figure 50 that the trajectory seems to go wrong part way 
through the curve. A look back at Figure 48 and Table 7, shows that the markers on the 
Right side o f the lane give the wrong impression o f where the lane is going and the trajectory 
is following this. Also as stated previously an extra target will be set continuing in the same 
direction as the trajectory was previously going. This makes the trajectory error appear even 
worse. However, if the algorithm were to be run on a real vehicle system new images would 
be taken as the vehicle travels and this would mean that new points that would likely not 
have error would be added and thus remove the problem shown in Figure 50. Even if new 
target points are not added the trajectory line stops short o f leaving the lane entirely.
4.3.8 Vehicle Speed Vs Algorithm Speed.
Now that a trajectory has been decided upon it should be considered how fast a vehicle 
should travel (assuming no slip) and still have enough information to follow the lane. In 
effect this means determining how far ahead o f the vehicle the algorithm can reliably predict 
and how often new data will be introduced to the algorithm. Unfortunately there are
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unknowns in this. Much will depend on the type and speed o f the hardware used, to 
determine how quickly the algorithm can be tun and therefore, how many image frames can 
be dealt with each second. This determines how often new data is available to the control 
system. With this in mind the three stretches of roadway are considered at three different 
frame rates. Then taking three different vehicle speeds a table shows how many image 
frames should occur within the distance over which one image frame can reliably determine 
the lane. If less than one frame can occur in this space then this will show that the algorithm 
is not viable at this vehicle speed/frame rate combination. The more frames that occur in 
this space the more reliable and safe the system is considered to be.
In each of the three roadway sections only the x-axis movement will be considered as 
opposed to calculating the distance by following all the way around the curve. The x-axis 
movement will be the worst case scenario in any case. The point picked as the final point 
that can be reliably determined will be the centre point o f  the furthest lane marker. Given 
the vertical distance calculated in section 4.2.3.1 each pixel was determined to represent 
2.86mm. Given the 1:10 scale this would mean in an ordinary road car each pixel would 
represent 28.6mm. So for example if the centre point of the lane marker was 300 pixels on 
the x-axis then this would be equivalent to 8580mm from the vehicle i.e. 8.58 metres from 
the vehicle.
The five frame rates used are 4fps, 5fps, lOfps, 15fps and 30fps.
The three speeds used are 50kph, 1 OOkph and 130kph.
Straight Section of road way 50km/h 10Okm/h 130km/h
4fps 5.73 2.85 2.19
5fps 7.16 3.56 2.74
10fDS 14.23 7.11 5.47
15fps 21.45 10.67 8.2
30fps 42.69 21.34 16.4
Section with s-bend ahead
4fps 3.98 1.99 1.54
5fps 4.98 2.49 1.92
10fps 9.97 4.98 3.83
15fps 14.95 7.48 5.75
30fps 29.9 14.95 11.5
Section half way through s-bend
4fps 2.54 1.26 0.976
5fps 3.17 1.58 1.22
10fps 6.34 3.17 2.44
15fps 9.5 4.76 3.66
30fps 19 9.5 7.32
Table 10. Frame rates Vs Vehicle speed
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What does the table above mean for the algorithm used in this project? Looking at the 
lowest number in the table i.e. 0.976, this value occurs at 130 km/h using 4fps on the section 
of roadway halfway through the s-bend. This means that the algorithm is able to see 0.976 
image frames into the distance if it can operate at 4fps and the vehicle is moving at 
130km/h. In other words if the vehicle is travelling at 130 km/h in this section it will have 
travelled completely the trajectory that it has calculated and then have to stop and wait for 
the next image frame to be analysed before it can move on. However, if the algorithm is 
capable o f operating at 5fps then the figure is 1.22 which means that the vehicle will have 
travelled (1/1.22=0.82) 82% of the trajectory it has calculated from the previous image 
frame before the algorithm supplies it with new information. 5fps would mean that the 
algorithm must be complete within 200ms.
Note: In driving 82% of the calculated trajectory it is assumed that the trajectory is correct 
and obstacle free, as this algorithm is not capable of recognising obstacles in any event. The 
greater the number in the table above the less the effect o f trajectory miscalculation, as any 
miscalculation should be corrected in the next frame and the vehicle will only have travelled 
a short distance in the intervening period o f time, e.g. in the Straight road section if driving 
at 50km/h. using 30fps the vehicle will only have travelled (1/42.69=0.0234) 2.3% of the 
calculated trajectory before the next data is available.
If the algorithm could be improved to see further into the distance then this would mean 
lower frame rates could be tolerated. O f course improving the algorithm might lead to more 
processing that will take up more of the extra processing time that has been gained.
These figures will be very useful in determining if a piece o f hardware is capable o f carrying 
out the algorithm at a particular vehicle speed.
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4.4 Path Trajectory and Steering Algorithm.
4.4.1 Cubic Curve tests.
The following two graphics show the results based on different (xl5 yt) and 0) values. In 
each case (x0, y0) was (0,0) and 0O was also 0. The rvalue used in each case was 0.01. 
Example 1
(x^y,) is (16,5); 0, is 0.8 rads.
0 1 l 3 4 J 4  7 0 9 10 «1 I j  19 I t  i f  I t  17 1 *
Figure 5 1 .  Curve for Example 1 ,  ( X j ,  y p  is ( 1 6 , 5 )  and 0 !  is 0 . 8  rads, v is 0 . 0 1 .
As can be seen from example 1 (see Figure 51) quite a gende curve results. From the point 
of view o f a vehicle, the steering change would be gradual and all changes would be in the 
one direction.
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Example 2
( x ^ )  is (12,8); 9j is 1.3 rads.
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Figure 52. Curve for Example 2, (xi, yi) is (12, 8) and 0i is 1 3  rads, v is 0.01.
Example 2 (see Figure 52) shows a much more extreme curve. In order to have the final 0 
value o f 1.3 in such a short space the curve must first go down before turning back up. 
From a vehicle point o f view this would mean steering to the right before quickly changing 
the steering to the left.
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A third example is now shown (see Figure 53) which is the same as Example 2 except that 
the rvalue has changed to 2 rather than 0.01. This is purposely chosen as unacceptably high 
to show the effect o f this variable on the precision o f the curve estimation.
Example 3.
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Figure 53. Curve for Example 3, (xi, y0  is (12,8) and 0i is 1.3 rads, v is 2.
Take particular note that the curve should end as close as possible to the (xl5 yt) position. In 
this case this should be (12,8) but because o f the lack of precision the end point is 
approximately (12.88, 9.35) which is a long way from the expected value. For comparison in 
Example 2 the end values are (12.004, 8.005).
4.4.2 Effect of Wheelbase on Steering Angle
Two examples now follow, which will show the effect of wheelbase on steering angle. Both 
examples will use the curve that starts at (0,0) with a 0 o f 0 and ends at (12,8) and 0j of 1.3 
rads.
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Example 1 (see Figure 54)
In this case a wheelbase of 2 is used. The vehicle is pictured near the point on the curve 
where the radius is the smallest, i.e. largest curvature, so that the steering angle is most 
pronounced.
Centre
- W t i e r i -
Kigi't
Whee
Figure 54. Steering angle using wheelbase value of 2.
In the diagram it can be seen that the car has three front wheels. The left and right wheels 
are there to give the effect o f an actual automobile. The centre wheel shows the average 
steering angle. The left and right wheel show the exact same angle though on a real vehicle 
of this type these wheels would be at different angles. The reason for this is that each wheel 
is traversing a different trajectory. If they were at the same angle this would lead to excessive 
tyre slip and wear as well as difficult handling. However, these differing angles will be sorted 
out by mechanical elements in the car so from the point o f view of this project the average 
angle is all that is important. By moving the slider at the top of the window above the 
vehicle can traverse the curve and the changing steering angle can be viewed as the vehicle 
moves along the curve.
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Example 2 shows the same curve but this time being traversed by a vehicle with a wheelbase 
of 5. Again it is pictured at the point along the curve where the curvature is the greatest.
Figure 55. Steering angle using wheelbase value of 5.
Note here that the radius o f curvature is the same as in the last example, this should not be a 
surprise as the curve itself has not changed and again the vehicle is positioned at the point o f 
greatest curvature. However, the wheelbase o f the vehicle is different from the last example 
and so in order to keep the vehicle on this trajectory the steering angle must be much greater 
than in the previous case. This would be a limiting factor in the maximum curvature that a 
vehicle could traverse given a maximum steering angle that a given vehicle would be capable 
of.
4.4.3 B-spline tests.
To show this algorithm, again Java has been used, given its powerful graphics capabilities.
In the example that follows ten target points have been chosen as follows 
(0,0) (1,1) (2,4) (3,4) (5,4) (7,4) (9,2) (11, -2) (12, -1) (14, -2)
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Figure 56. B-spline using points (0,0) (1,1) (2,4) (3,4) (5,4) (7,4) (9,2) (11, -2) (12, -1) (14, -2)
There are a number o f important things to note regarding Figure 56.
The coloured dots represent the ten different points listed above. The curve also changes 
colour across its length, the colour o f the segment at any point indicates which coloured 
dot/target point is the current local control point, i.e. the point P; mentioned in the general 
matrix form previously (see section 3.6.3.1).
The curve doesn’t extend from the first dot to the last dot. It cannot properly extend from 
the first dot (Magenta), as when 1/ is the first dot then Pi4 does not exist and therefore, the 
matrix calculation cannot be carried out or could at best be carried out on incomplete data. 
A solution to this will be discussed in a moment. This is also the case for the final two dots 
(Green and Yellow) as when P, is the second last dot then Pi+2 doesn’t exist and when P, is 
the final dot neither P1+1 nor Pi+2 exist. So again the matrix calculation cannot be carried out 
in its entirety. However, in this project this should only happen if and when the vehicle runs 
out o f road and it is likely to be desirable that the vehicle stops short of this point in any 
case.
Another important point to note here also is that the B-spline does not always pass through 
the target point but instead passes close to it. This is not necessarily a problem in this 
application. If the target point is always the centre o f a lane, a human driver will regularly
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deviate from the centre o f a lane while travelling through bends but will tend to stay to the 
centre o f a lane while travelling in a straight line. In the diagram the first red, green, yellow 
and blue dots are in a straight line. For the middle two o f these the curve hits both target 
points similar to a vehicle travelling in a straight line.
As can be noted from the second red dot the curve misses this target by a considerable 
distance. Would this be a large enough difference in this application to cause the vehicle to 
leave the intended lane? The answer to this question depends on a number o f factors. 
Firstly it depends on the relative size of the vehicle compared to the scale of the curve. It 
also depends on the relative distance between the points compared to the size o f the vehicle. 
In any case roads are designed for vehicles to travel around the lanes safely. Therefore, these 
problems can be solved by increasing the number o f target points and by virtue o f this, 
having the target points close to each other relative to the size o f the vehicle. The overall 
number o f target points can always be traded off against the resolution between each point, 
the incremental value o f u as mentioned previously, to gain a curve that comes sufficiendy 
close to each target point to maintain position o f the vehicle in its own lane. On the subject 
of the incremental value of u, it should also be noted that the different colour segments of 
the curve in the diagram are not o f uniform length. The main problem that this causes is 
that the incremental value of u cannot be used to gauge distance travelled. Remember that 
the incremental value o f u is a fractional value between 0 and 1 and not a measure o f  
distance as was v in the target point following algorithm discussed earlier in section 4.4.1 and
[6]. The reason that this is an issue is that controlling a robotic vehicle to follow a lane not 
only requires steering output but also drive output, u cannot be used to inform the vehicle 
control system how far to move forward for each incremental change. However, this can be 
solved as follows. The curve as generated is an approximation to a curve made up o f short 
straight-line segments. Due to the problem mentioned above however, these are not of 
uniform length. However, each individual length can be obtained by co-ordinate geometry 
since each of the individual end points of these lines are calculated by the matrix calculation. 
Each o f these lengths can then be used to determine how far to move the car forward for 
each incremental change in u.
This is also how the steering angle is obtained for each point along the curve. Each straight- 
line segment has a slope. This is effectively the slope of the tangent to the approximated 
curve at that point. Likewise the change in slope between two points divided by the length
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of the straight line segment between those two points gives us the curvature at that point on 
the approximated curve. From this the radius o f the curve at that point can be determined. 
Then given the wheelbase o f the vehicle the appropriate steering angle can be obtained. 
Earlier it was mentioned that the curve doesn’t start at the first point for stated reasons.
This raises the question o f how the vehicle should go about moving towards where the curve 
does start, in order to then traverse along it. As there is no information to guide the vehicle 
between its current position and where the curve starts this would be impossible given the 
situation as it stands. One solution is to have the first point somewhere behind the vehicle 
and in this way it can be used in calculations but does not need to be an actual target point 
for the car.
An example follows (see Figure 57). Assume the vehicle is on the second (blue) target point 
at position (1,0).
The points used in this example are
(0,0) (1,0) (2,1) (3,2) (5,4) (7,4) (9,2) (11, -2) (12, -1) (14, -2)
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Figure 57. B-spline using points (0,0) (1,0) (2,1) (3,2) (5,4) (7,4) (9,2) (11, -2) (12, -1) (14, -2)
The result obtained here is certainly better than in the previous case but is still problematic. 
The blue line doesn’t actually connect with the blue target point. The other big issue is that
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unless by luck the heading o f the car just happened to coincide with the starting slope o f the 
blue section o f the curve then the vehicle will be pointed in the wrong direction. Again this 
leaves the situation that there is no information available to get the vehicle from its start 
point to the curve and so a further solution must be found.
The more complete solution is as follows. Firsdy assume the first target point to be directly 
behind the vehicle in line with the heading o f the vehicle. Secondly assume the third target 
point to be directly in front o f the vehicle again in line with the heading o f the vehicle. Since 
the co-ordinate space that will be used will be obtained from the first frame o f video from 
the vehicle, it is fair to assume that the vehicle start point is at (1,0) and its heading is 0 = 0 
rads. Although the mounted camera cannot see behind the vehicle, it can be assumed that 
the first point is directly behind the vehicle, for example (0,0).
No matter what the information from the camera tells us about direction to travel it should 
be assumed that the first target point is directly ahead, meaning that the vehicle’s first 
movements must always be straight ahead. In the example this will be given as (2,0). After 
this the target points obtained from the lane recognition algorithm should follow, the first 
seven o f which will be given in the example as 
(3,1) (5,4) (7,4) (9,2) (11, -2) (12, -1) (14, -2)
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Figure 58. B-spline using points (0,0) (1,0) (2,0) (3,1) (5,4) (7,4) (9,2) (11, -2) (12, -1) (14, -2)
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The results are much better in this case. The assumptions were that the vehicle is initially 
positioned on the second point (Blue dot) at (1,0). The first point (Magenta) at (0,0) is 
behind the vehicle. The third point (Red) at (2,0) is directly in front o f the vehicle on the 
same heading. Most importantly the blue section o f curve extends right to the blue starting 
location and the first section o f the blue curve has the same slope as the heading o f the 
vehicle, which means that the vehicle has enough information now to traverse the whole 
curve. It should be noted of course that the curve doesn’t go all the way to the last target 
point. However, this is not as much o f a problem as at the beginning of the curve. It is not 
important that the vehicle makes it all the way to the final target point for two reasons. 
Firstly in most cases as the vehicle moves new images will be captured by the camera, which 
will lead to new target points being generated and the curve will then continue on without 
any discontinuity. Secondly if no new images or target points are generated it is time for the 
vehicle to stop moving and it would be prudent for the vehicle to stop short of the final 
target point for safety reasons.
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5 Discussion
5.1 Test Bed Model Vehicle
The test bed model vehicle was not focused on during this project. Nonetheless it is 
considered very important. The learning and development curve required to work on the 
sort of algorithms discussed in this project is so significant that it becomes difficult to 
concentrate on any new or novel work. If each new job o f  work involved in this area 
required the set-up of a new development system then very litde advance would be made. 
Having a ready made test model vehicle and development environment that can be used 
across various algorithm types would be very beneficial to advancing novel algorithms in this 
area.
A number of issues are still outstanding, which would need to be worked on to get the 
model vehicle system operational.
5.1.1 Mechanical Issues.
The main board and camera module as well as some ancillary power electronics for the drive 
motors would need to be mechanically attached to the vehicle.
The main board shouldn’t cause to many problems but interference from the large DC drive 
motor could be problematic and requires some Electro-magnetic shielding. The other issue 
with the main board is its power supply. Supplying power to the board from the same 
battery as that used to power the main drive motor could lead to serious noise problems for 
the main board. Hence separate battery sources for each circuit would be advisable. Again 
mechanically fixing these batteries to the vehicle will have to be considered particularly in 
light o f the fact that the batteries would need to be recharged regularly.
The Camera module would need to be mechanically attached to the vehicle. Position and tilt 
angles would need to be reasonably accurate in order to be useful. As explained in section 
4.2.2, many o f these variables can be compensated for in software. However, the degree of 
software compensation is limited and cannot be carried out dynamically. Therefore, the 
camera module would have to be attached in a way that doesn’t allow it to vary with the 
movements o f the vehicle.
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5.1.2 Electronics and Software issues.
The main board would need to be configured to operate applications on start up rather than 
wait for command line input to initiate. This is due to the fact that when the vehicle is to be 
used it must be stand alone and not attached to a host PC.
Test applications should be written with a time delay before start or a user input (button) 
before start. This is necessary so that the test personnel can have the circumstances for the 
test in place before the vehicle tries to react to its circumstances.
Currently the port of uClinux for the Blackfin processor doesn’t have many o f the common 
mathematical functions in its compiler libraries. While many of these problems can be 
worked around, for use as a general test bed a library of these would need to be developed.
5.2 Inverse Perspective Mapping.
Using some form or inverse perspective mapping seems a logical step in any lane detection 
and following algorithm. While many algorithms may not do it explicitly, at some point 
when moving from the captured image to determining lane following controls, some form of  
mapping must be done. However, a number o f issues must be consider when using the 
inverse perspective mapping as part o f an algorithm.
5.2.1 Processing and Memory Overheads.
The algorithm uses a considerable amount o f complex mathematical operations.
Consider the case in this project where it was acting on each o f 800 x 400 pixels i.e. 320,000 
pixels in all. This means that all o f the operations involved in the inverse perspective 
mapping must be carried out 320,000 times for each image frame. This takes a large chunk 
of any system’s processing power. Those with fast maths processing instructions will o f 
course do so quicker. As mentioned in [14], SIMD would be particularly suited to this sort 
of operation. Can this processing requirement be lightened? Yes, but not without 
compromise in another area. Looking closely at the inverse perspective mapping shows that 
the exact same operations and results are obtained each time the algorithm runs unless one 
of the variables in section 2.5.2.1 change in value. It would be expected in most set-ups that 
these would not change once calibration was finished. For this reason the mapping from 
captured image to re-mapped image could be calculated in advance and stored in a lookup
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table. This would mean that for each of the 320,000 pixels in each frame, the algorithm 
would simply look up the appropriate value in the lookup table that would tell the algorithm 
the appropriate pixel value to take from the captured image. All o f these operations are 
reduced to indexing and assignment instructions. All microprocessors tend to be fast at 
executing these instructions. However, the downside of this is the amount o f ROM required 
to store a lookup table o f 320,000 integer values. At 2 bytes minimum this would take up 
640kbytes. In fact it would take up twice that as a number would be required for both u and 
v values (the horizontal and vertical co-ordinates o f the captured image). Altogether this is 
well over 1 megabyte in size. Taking the BF533 board as an example, there are only 4 
Megabytes o f flash ROM available and this must also store the uClinux operadng system 
image. One other solution is to store the table in RAM, which may be more plentiful 
(BF533 has 128 Megabytes o f RAM for example). However, this requires that the table be 
calculated at some point e.g. start up initialisation. One problem related to this, which was 
found on the BF533 board was that there were no maths functions such as atan in the 
compiler libraries for the uClinux port for the Blackfin processor, which would make the 
calculation o f the table a non-trivial matter.
5.2.2 Using the results of the Inverse Perspective Mapping for 
Measurement.
As can be seen from the results the inverse perspective mapping was by no means perfect 
when it came to allowing the algorithm measure distances etc. from the results o f the 
mapping. Actual horizontal and vertical distances differed from calculated values. More 
alarming still was the fact that when the results o f the roadway image with the s-bend ahead 
were studied (see section 4.2.4), it was apparent that horizontal distances, which were the 
same in the real world scene, didn’t appear the same in the re-mapped image. It is not clear 
whether this was the fault of the inverse perspective mapping in any way and it is assumed 
that this was in some part, if not solely, due to lens distortion. It would seem that any 
system that was to rely on inverse perspective mapping should probably include some form 
of lens distortion compensation.
Although not mentioned in [14], it is assumed that there are more variables that can affect 
the mapping. O f particular note is yaw angle. If the camera was to rotate around its optical
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axis this could upset the output o f the algorithm considerably. While it would be unlikely 
any system designer would wish to introduce this rotation intentionally it could come about 
through imperfections in the mounting process.
5.2.3 Calibration.
Some robust, reliable and repeatable mechanism would be required to calibrate any system 
that was to rely on inverse perspective mapping. Be it through mechanical or software 
calibration, it would be necessary to compensate for imperfections in the mounting process 
both o f the camera module to the vehicle and the lens to the camera module.
If some part of the vehicle were in the view of the camera module this calibration could be 
achieved based on recognisable markings on the parts of the vehicle that are in the view of 
the camera.
5.3 Lane Recognition Algorithm
For the small set o f test images used this seemed to work reasonably well but to work in a 
large set o f varying circumstances it is believed that this algorithm must become much more 
robust.
5.3.1 Lane Marker Objects with Insufficient Information.
Firstly in many cases, lane marker objects were too small to give accurate information, 
particularly regarding direction. Many lane markers were split into multiple objects. If these 
could be combined back into one object they could become more useful and reliable. Many 
were only split by virtue of the fact that they had no near neighbour relationship between 
them but did have a far neighbour relationship. Consideration of including far neighbour 
relationships could make a big improvement to results. This could perhaps be carried out 
after objects have already been created as they are currently. This could lead to this 
functionality being added without the need for excessive extra processing. In other cases the 
individual segments o f a split lane marker were only split by a few pixels. Some form of 
region growing algorithm [27] could achieve the rejoining of these in just a few iterations. If
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these operations suited particular target hardware (e.g. SIMD hardware) they should be 
considered.
5.3.2 Priority Based Marker Recognition System
Currently the algorithm works on a priority-based system where each object is considered on 
merits based on particular criteria set out and marks awarded for this. This part o f the 
algorithm in its present state was not very successful. While it did find most o f the obvious 
markers it failed to consider many further up the image (i.e. further from the camera), which 
the human observer could see quite clearly. Part o f the problem here is the lack o f  
sophistication and limited amount of criteria set out. It was found that during the testing of 
the algorithms that to get the best results, any object that didn’t attain full marks from each 
of the criteria was not an appropriate marker. Therefore, setting different priority marks to 
the different criteria proved unnecessary. However, this would seem to be more o f a 
criticism of the number and type of criteria used to determine an appropriate marker, than o f  
the priority based system itself. The major improvement that could be made here is to 
consider more general trends in the lane markers and include marks based on this. With the 
algorithm in its current guise, only the most recently selected marker is used in determining 
the next appropriate marker. This could lead to one non-marker that accidentally meets the 
criteria to cause the lane to carry on in the wrong direction. Also it seems particularly from 
section 4.3.4 that while the curve here is clearly visible to the human observer because of the 
trend o f the markers, it is invisible to the current algorithm because o f the individual 
attributes o f the marker objects. Looking at the general trends o f markers should also be 
considered. Therefore, improving the priority based system with points for markers that 
seem to fit a general trend could justify the use o f the priority marks system.
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6 Conclusions
It would seem from research into this area that a fully robust system for lane recognition and 
following, which can deal with all the road types that human drivers can deal with, is still a
long way from realisation.
The work in this project was based on many constraints and assumptions, such as the road 
being perfecdy flat and lane widths and lane markings being a definite pre-determined size. 
Any robust system for real-world use could not be based on such strict constraints but 
instead must be capable of dealing with a wide range o f changing circumstances in the same 
way as a human driver. It would need to deal with varying types and sizes o f road markings 
and roads that do not have lane markings at all. It must be capable o f dealing with many 
types of road surfaces in varying weather and lighting conditions and real world roads cannot 
be assumed to be flat.
The literature review showed a large number of different approaches to solving the subsets 
of this task but always under particular constraints and assumptions. It is likely in the future 
that the optimum solution to any of these tasks will change as hardware advances in 
sophistication.
The inverse perspective mapping would seem to be a vital part o f any algorithm in this area 
though in its current guise it is incomplete and will need other variables and mappings such 
as lens distortion corrections to be added to make it more useful.
Calibration methods will be very important to the accuracy o f the inverse perspective 
mapping algorithm. It is likely that some form of measurement system to gauge this 
accuracy will be necessary in the future.
The issue of how the inverse perspective map is generated is one that will have to be tailored 
to the strengths and weaknesses of the particular hardware platform.
The lane detection algorithm used in this project was based on the system used in [7] and 
discussed in section 2.5.1.2. However, in that system the inverse perspective mapping was 
not used prior to lane detection and also the specifics of how the algorithm was carried out 
by the author are not published.
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The algorithm as developed in this project was successful in determining the lane correctly 
for the test lanes used, though only to a certain distance in front o f the vehicle. It is believed 
that this distance from the vehicle could be increased by improving the sophistication o f the 
algorithm, to include methods to rejoin lane markings that have become split into different 
segments and also to include methods of looking at the general trend o f the lane.
The method of path trajectory planning worked very well and properly determined the 
appropriate route through the lane ahead. However, the next phase in the development of 
this algorithm must include the matching of data from several image frames which must all 
be incorporated into the one general co-ordinate system. For this to be fully appraised it 
must be tested on a moving vehicle that is following the control signals set out by the 
trajectory planning algorithm. This is important as it is likely that the next generation of this 
trajectory planning algorithm will be required to take into account the movements of the 
vehicle in the intervening time since the last image frame in order to estimate the vehicle’s 
current position.
The use of the B-spline for trajectory planning was successful and was applicable to the 
strengths of most DSPs, which are likely to be heavily used in vision system applications.
While it is likely that any robust lane detection and following algorithm will need to 
incorporate many different types o f algorithms perhaps running side by side, there is still a 
need to compare individual algorithms against each other. This will only be possible with a 
standard model system on which many different algorithms can be tested in a safe, compact 
and controlled environment. With this in mind it is believed that the most important future 
work in this area is towards the development o f a model vehicle and road system, which can 
be used to test the effectiveness o f different algorithms.
The model system considered in this project would work well for this, given that it uses 
reasonably inexpensive off the shelf components and open source software. However, a 
certain amount of mechanical build would still be necessary and on the software side some 
standard libraries, such as common maths functions, will need to be developed as these may 
be necessary to enable the speedy generation o f new or improved algorithms.
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8.1 Appendix A- Wiring Diagram and Pin Explanation.
8 Appendices
♦VCC
The Camera module pins and short explanation are as follows.
This information is mainly taken from [24], particularly pages 2 and 3.
Pins 1-8 ::Y0-Y7:- Digital Output Y Bus. The M3188A is a Black and White Camera 
Module which shares its interface layout with the C3188A Colour Camera Module. The 
Colour camera module has different modes of operation i.e. 8 bit, 16 bit etc. In 16 bit mode 
it would use the eight Y bits to output luminance data and a separate 8 U bits to output 
chrominance data. However, since the M3188A is only Black and White chrominance 
would have no meaning and so the Y0-Y7 data lines are used as the complete 8 bit output 
for the camera.
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Pin 9::PWDN Power down mode. Defaults to logic 0, if PWDN = 1 puts the camera chip 
in power down (sleep) mode. Left un-connected in this project.
Pin 10 ::RST:- Reset. Can be used to reset the chip, Activated by a logic 1. Left un-connected 
in this project.
Pin 11::SDA:-I2C serial data. The data line of the I2C interface, this is used to read and write 
registers in the cameras chip. Camera CMOS chip considers this to be an SCCB interface in 
which this pin would eventually terminate at SIO-O.
Pin 12 ::FODD:- Odd Field Flag. Asserted High during the Odd field, Low during the even 
field. Left un-connected in this project.
Pin 13:: SCL:- I2C serial clock output. The clock line o f the I2C interface, this is used to read 
and write registers in the cameras chip. Camera CMOS chip considers this to be an SCCB 
interface in which this pin would eventually terminate at SIO-1.
Pin 14::HREF: Horizontal window reference output. HREF is high during the active pixel 
window, otherwise low.
Pin 15::AGND:- Analogue Ground.
Pin 16:: VSYN: Vertical Sync output. This pin is asserted high during several scan lines in 
the vertical sync period.
Pin 17:: AGND: Analogue Ground.
Pin 18::PCLK:- Pixel Clock Output. By default, data is updated at the falling edge of PCLK 
and is stable at its rising edge. PCLK runs at the pixel rate in 16-bit bus operations and twice 
the pixel rate in 8 bit bus operations. For B/W  mode I think this runs at the pixel rate i.e. 
same as 16 bit mode for colour camera.
Pin 19::EXCLK:- External clock input(remove crystal). Left un-connected in this project.
Pin 20::VCC:- Power supply 5VDC.
Pin 21::AGND:- Analogue Ground.
Pin 22::VCC:- Power supply 5VDC
Pins 23-30:: NC: Not connected. On colour camera module these would be the U data 
outputs for chrominance data.
Pin 31::GND: Common Ground.
Pin 32::VTO: Video Analogue output (750 monochrome)
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8.2 Appendix B -  Blackfin peripheral support information.
8.2.1 DMA Support
The following description of the DMA support comes from [20].
The processor has multiple, independent DMA controllers that support automated data 
transfers with minimal overhead for the core. DMA transfers can occur between the 
internal memories and any o f its DMA-capable peripherals. Additionally, DMA transfers 
can be accomplished between any of the DMA-capable peripherals and external devices 
connected to the external memory interfaces, including the SDRAM controller and the 
asynchronous memory controller. DMA-capable peripherals include the SPORTs, SPI port, 
UART and PPI. Each individual DMA-capable peripheral has at least one dedicated DMA 
channel. The DMA controller supports both one-dimensional (ID) and two-dimensional 
(2D) DMA transfers. DMA transfer initialisation can be implemented from registers or 
from sets of parameters called descriptor blocks.
The 2D DMA capability supports arbitrary row and column sizes up to 64K elements by 
64K elements and arbitrary row and column step sizes up to + /-  32K elements. 
Furthermore, the column step size can be less than the row step size; allowing 
implementation o f interleaved data streams.
This feature is especially useful in video applications where data can be de-interleaved on the 
fly.
Examples o f DMA types supported include:
• A single, linear buffer that stops upon completion.
• A circular, auto-refreshing buffer that interrupts on each full or fractionally full buffer.
• ID or 2D DMA using a linked list of descriptors.
• 2D DMA using an array o f descriptors specifying only the base DMA address within a 
common page.
8.2.2 Parallel Peripheral Interface
The following is a brief description o f the PPI, taken from [20].
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The processor provides a Parallel Peripheral Interface (PPI) that can connect directly to 
parallel A /D  and D /A  converters, ITU-R 601/656 video encoders and decoders and other 
general-purpose peripherals.
The PPI consists o f a dedicated input clock pin, up to 3 frame synchronisation pins and up 
to 16 data pins. The input clock supports parallel data rates up to half the system clock rate. 
In ITU-R 656 modes, the PPI receives and parses a data stream o f 8-bit or 10-bit data 
elements. On-chip decoding o f embedded preamble control and synchronisation 
information is supported.
Three distinct ITU-R 656 modes are supported:
• Active Video Only - The PPI does not read in any data between the End of Active Video 
(EAV) and Start of Active Video (SAV) preamble symbols, or any data present during the 
vertical blanking intervals. In this mode, the control byte sequences are not stored to 
memory; they are filtered by the PPI.
• Vertical Blanking Only - The PPI only transfers Vertical Blanking Interval (VBI) data, as 
well as horizontal blanking information and control byte sequences on VBI lines.
• Entire Field - The entire incoming bit-stream is read in through the PPI. This includes 
active video, control preamble sequences and ancillary data that may be embedded in 
horizontal and vertical blanking intervals.
The general-purpose modes o f the PPI are intended to suit a wide variety of data capture 
and transmission applications. The modes are divided into four main categories, each 
allowing up to 16 bits o f data transfer per PPI_CLK cycle:
• Data Receive with Internally Generated Frame Syncs
• Data Receive with Externally Generated Frame Syncs
• Data Transmit with Internally Generated Frame Syncs
• Data Transmit with Externally Generated Frame Syncs
These modes support ADC/DAC connections, as well as video communication with 
hardware signalling. Many of the modes support more than one level o f frame 
synchronisation. If desired, a programmable delay can be inserted between assertion of a 
frame sync and reception/transmission of data.
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8.2.3 Timers
There are four general-purpose programmable timer units in the processor.
Three timers have an external pin that can be configured either as a Pulse Width Modulator 
(PWM) or timer output, as an input to clock the timer, or as a mechanism for measuring 
pulse widths o f external events.
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8.3 Appendix C -  Contents of the Enclosed CD.
The CD attached to this Thesis document contains the source code for both the C language 
algorithm and the Java language algorithms.
The CD also contains a free C compiler and IDE as well as a free Java IDE.
8.3.1 The C Programme.
The C programme was compiled using Dev-C++ whose installation file is on the CD in the 
devC directory.
The programme may compile with other compilers but this is not guaranteed.
The C programme which implements the full algorithm from taking in the captured image to 
detecting the lane and determining the trajectory to follow is called fullAlgorithm.c and can 
be found in the C-programme directory on the CD.
To run the programme, first copy the contents o f the C-programme directory to a directory 
on the hard drive of the computer on which it is to mn. After copying from a CD the files 
or directories may maintain a read-only status. This should be changed, as there may be a 
need to modify the C file. Also the fullAlgorithm.c programme creates files in the directory 
that it is placed, if this directory is read only then this will not be possible. Make sure that 
the fullAlgorithm.c and the bitmap files are in the same directory on the hard drive.
Once this is done, open the fullAlgorithm.c from inside the Dev-C++ environment. The 
file can be mn standalone without need to make a project file. Go to the “Execute” menu 
and click “Compile & Run”. A DOS screen should appear momentarily with outputting text 
and then disappear again.
At this point in the directory where the C-file was placed on the hard drive there should be 
new files created.
The “intermediateOut.bmp” file contains the road image after thresholding.
The “finalOutbmp” file contains the road image after thresholding and with the calculated 
trajectory superimposed on the image.
The “objectTexttxt” file will contain information about the objects found in the image.
Currently the file is set to operate on the straight road image, however, it can operate on 
either the road image with S-bend ahead or section half way through S-bend by changing 
line 477 o f the fullAlgorithm.c file.
To look at image with S-bend ahead change line 477 to 
fpln = fopen( "longcurl20.bmp", "rb");
To look at image half way through S-bend change line 477 to 
fpln = fopen( "shortcurl20.bmp", "rb");
The reader should note that the original results in the thesis body are slightly different to 
those that will be found by running these files.
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8.3.2 The Java Programmes
There are two Java programmes, one called “Steering” and one called “BSpline”. These are 
set up as project folders as they contain more than one file.
The development environment used was Netbeans 4.1 whose installation file can be found 
on the CD in the Netbeans 4.1 directory.
To run the programmes copy the “Java Programmes” directory from the CD to the hard 
drive o f the computer it is to be run on. After copying from a CD the files or directories 
may maintain a read-only status. This should be changed, as there may be a need to modify 
the Java files.
Open Netbeans IDE and go to the “file” menu and click “Open Project”. Then navigate to 
the directory where the java programmes were copied too. Click (don’t double click) on 
either “BSpline” or “Steering”, then click “Open Project Folder”, this will open either o f the 
two programmes.
Navigate down to the source files as shown in the diagram below. Double clicking on either 
of the files will cause them to open in the main sub-window.
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To run the programme go to the “Run” menu and then click “Run Main Project”.
Making modifications to files.
The “Steering” project refers to sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2.
In the “Steering” project the wheelbase value can be changed by modifying line 82 of 
Trajectory.java.
Lines 86, 87 and 88 contain the final co-ordinates and heading o f  the vehicle, so these can be 
modified by modifying these lines.
Finally the v value can be changed by modifying line line 95.
The “BSpline” project refers to section 4.4.3.
In the “BSpline” project the target points for the curve can be modified by changing lines 
24-60 of Trajectory.java. Note that this is not the same Trajectory.java file as in the 
“Steering” project.
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